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Abstract 

Acoustic waves in the infrasonic frequency range, that is below 10 Hertz , have been 

observed to propagate to high altitudes in Earth's atmosphere. These waves have 

many sources, both natural and artificial, such as seismic events, convective storm 

systems, and nuclear explosions. Here, we seek to better understand the character

istics of atmospheric infrasound-below 0.1 Hz in particular-so as to improve the 

ability to detect their presence and sources. It is well-known that ambient attributes 

of an atmosphere, such as temperature, density, and composition, directly affect the 

propagation and growth of waves, and therefore it is likely that these dynamic phe

nomena are present (and may be detected) on other terrestrial planets with similar 

atmospheric structures. 

Using a one-dimensional, nonlinear, compressible atmospheric acoustics model, 

this thesis s~eks to investigate the propagation and dissipation of atmospheric acoustic 

waves in different terrestrial planetary atmospheres. The model, which includes grav

ity, molecular viscosity, and thermal conduction, has been developed using numerical 

solutions in Fortran, and is validated for the atmospheric conditions of Earth, Mars, 

and Venus. Empirical profiles for these planets are provided by the NASA Global 

Reference Atmospheric Model ( GRAM) packages developed by Marshall Spaceflight 

Center. The terrestrial planets selected for investigation in this thesis exhibit similar 

atmospheric structures with very different temperatures , pressures, and compositions, 

which makes them ideal for a comparative study. 

The model is used to determine the maximum achieved wave amplitude and prop

agation time to several altitudes of note as they vary with atmospheric conditions and 
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wave parameters; sensitivity to these parameters on the three planets under investiga

tion are determined. Furthermore, by establishing these sensitivities we may identify 

conditions that are favorable for detection of infrasound in the upper atmospheres of 

Earth, Mars, and Venus. 

By performing large model run sweeps of parameters such as latitude and longi

tude, time of day, and solar activity, we have drawn correlations between the atmo

spheric profile of each planet and the maximum achieved amplitude of propagating 

infrasound. The variations of temperature and gas composition due to ambient con

ditions directly affect damping of waves by viscosity and thermal conduction, and 

thus affect the growth of infrasonic wave packets. Venusian waves were found to be 

the most sensitive to ambient conditions, while waves on Earth were found to be the 

least sensitive. Results indicate that upward-propagating atmospheric acoustic waves 

are readily detectible from the middle and upper atmospheres of Earth and Venus, 

however those on Mars may only be detectible if they have energetic sources. 
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Chapter 1 

SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 

This chapter introduces topics to be considered in this thesis, acquainting the reader 

with the planets to be investigated and the physics of atmospheric infrasound. Ad

ditionally, a review of previous results will be presented in order to provide context 

to this work. While there has been significant study of infrasonic acoustic waves in 

Earth's atmosphere, few studies have been performed that compare infrasound propa

gation effects on other terrestrial planets. Chapter 1 concludes with a brief discussion 

of the goals of this thesis and outlines the organization of the remaining chapters. 

Comparative plots throughout this thesis will be presented with Earth in blue, 

Mars in red, and Venus in gold, unless otherwise noted. 

1.1 Comparative Aeronomy of Terrestrial Planets 

The atmospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars-the planets selected for investigation 

in this thesis-have undergone varying degrees of study in the last several decades. 

Each of these terrestrial planets possesses a similarly stratified atmosphere and layered 

thermal structure [e.g., Taylor, 2010, pp. 27], which makes them prime candidates 

for comparison, particularly due to the wide spectrum of atmospheric conditions seen' 

from planet to planet. Table 1.1 describes atmospheric surface conditions for the 

three planets in question; Venus is hot and dense, while Mars is cold and sparse, and 

Earth is moderate by both metrics [e.g., Prinn and Fegley, 1987] . Furthermore, the 

1 



CHAPTER 1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 2 

Figure 1.1: Not to scale. 
Left: Earth as photographed by the Apollo 17 mission. Obtained from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration [1972]. 
Center: Mars as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope. Obtained from 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration [2003]. 
Right: Venus as photographed by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. Obtained from the Na
tional Space Science Data Center [1979]. 

gaseous compositions of Venus and Mars are much different than Earth, raising several 

questions about how well their atmospheres support the propagation of compressional 

waves [Hanford and Long , 2009]. 

While a tabulation of surface parameters provides insight into the basic charac

teristics of each atmosphere, there is significant variation with altitude that cannot 

be neglected. Figure 1.2 shows temperature, density, and pressure as they vary with 

altitude on each planet, related by the ideal gas equation of state [e.g. , Salby , 1996, 

p. 5; Lissauer and de Pater, 2013 , p. 69]: 

p=pRT (1.1) 

where pis the atmospheric pressure in Pascals, pis the mean air density in kilograms 

per cubic meter , R is the specific gas constant (R = 1; ), and Tis the air temperature 

in Kelvin. Figure 1.3 shows the mean molecular weight in each planet 's atmosphere 

relative to those of the major gases present in order to illustrate the transition between 

different species with altitude. 
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Figure 1.2: Global mean profiles of temperature, density, and pressure on Earth, 
Mars, and Venus generated by NASA Marshall Spaceflight Center's EarthGRAM 
2010, MarsGRAM 2010, and VenusGRAM 2005 [Justh et al., 2006; Leslie and Justus, 
2011; Justh and Burns, 2013]. 
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Figure 1.3: Mean molecular weight of each atmosphere and main constituent species. 
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Table 1.1: Planetary parameters at surface altitude [e.g., Baugher et al., 2002; 
Petculescu and Lueptow, 2006]. 

Earth Mars Venus 
Temperature [K] 280 208 735 
Pressure [kPa] 101 0.594 9120 
Mass Density [kg/ m3

] 1.24 0.015 64.8 
Scale Height [km] 8.5 11.1 15.9 
Dynamic Viscosity [kg/ (m-s)] 1.81 X 10-5 l.08x10-5 3.34x 10-5 

Thermal Conductivity [W / (m·K)] 2.57x 10-2 1.21 X 10-2 3.72x10-2 

Gravity [m/ s2] 9.81 3.73 8.88 
Speed of Sound [m/ s] 336 246 427 
Primary Constituents N2 (78%) CO2 (96%) CO2 (96.5%) 

02 (21%) N2 (2%) ~2 (3.5%) 
Ar (< 1%) Ar (2%) CO(<1%) 

1.1.1 Hydrostatic Equilibrium 

A planet 's atmospheric mass is, by definition, vertically stratified due to the com

pressibility of air [e.g., Salby , 1996, pp. 2]. Gases in the atmosphere are generally 

modeled with consideration of hydrostatic equilibrium, which assumes the system to 

be a "fluid at rest," as described by Jacobson [2005, pp. 12]. This suggests that atmo

spheric pressure is solely dependent on the weight of air above, meaning that pressure 

also decreases with altitude, as the air is less dense at higher altitudes. This relation 

is given by the expression [e.g., Taylor , 2010, pp. 69]: 

dp 
-=-pg 
dz 

(1.2) 

where pis the pressure, p is the mass density, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

Note that g is nearly constant for the altitude range of interest to this investigation. 

Combining Equation (1.1) with Equation (1.2) yields: 

dp g 
- =--p 
dz RT 

(1.3) 
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and the atmospheric pressure scale height may be defined as [e.g., Salby, 1996, pp. 9]: 

(1.4) 

where I is the ratio of specific heats: 1 = cp/cv [e.g. , Salby, 1996, pp. 68]. This 

quantitatively describes atmospheric stratification and how atmospheric pressure and 

density decrease with altitude. Naturally, this varies with altitude due to changes 

in temperature and species density fractions. It essentially measures the "thickness" 

of the atmosphere by describing the distance over which the pressure/ density of the 

atmosphere changes by a factor of e- 1 (as a function of temperature) [e .g., Kalkofen 

et al. , 1994]. From Equations (1.3) and (1.4) we obtain the const itutive relation: 

dp P 

dz H 

which, when separated and integrated, yields the hydrostatic pressure equation for 

an isothermal atmosphere [e.g., Lissauer and de Pater , 2013, pp. 69]: 

(1.5) 

Both pressure and density may be modeled as exponential decay, via Equation (1.5) , 

in an ideally isothermal, compressible atmosphere, such that H remains constant. 
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Figure 1.4: The specific gas constant, ratio of specific heats, and scale height. 
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1.1.2 Stability of the Atmosphere 

Because the atmosphere is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium, the stratification 

is directly related to the thermal structure; this is why atmospheric layers may be 

defined by changes in temperature gradient [Salby, 1996, pp. 16] as shown later in 

Figure 1.6. We define the environmental temperature lapse rate: 

r = _ dT 
dz 

which describes the gradient of temperature, and the dry adiabatic lapse rate: 

dT' g 
fd=--=-

dz' c p 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

which describes the temperature gradient for a single air parcel during adiabatic 

displacement [Salby , 1996, pp. 74]. The relationship of these quantities is used to 

assess the static stability of a stratified atmosphere, where: 

{ 

< rd Stable 

r = rd Neutrally Stable 

> rd unstable 

Figure 1.5 plots these quantities and confirms that each atmosphere is hydrostatically 

stable. Note that stability increases in areas of increasing temperature, such as the 

base of the thermosphere (described in Section 1.1.3). It appears that each atmosphere 

is stable (r < rd, w'fv > 0) for the entirety of the altitude range, aside from a few 

meters on Venus near 57 kilometers altitude that is neutrally stable (r = rd, w'Jv = 0). 

This small region-located within the cloud layer-most likely does not negatively 

affect the propagation of infrasound; in fact it has been hypothesized as a possible 

source of gravity waves [Forbes, 2002]. There is significant interest in studying the 

unstable region of the Venusian atmosphere due to its potentially significant impact 

on convective processes, such as the formation of Venus' thick CO2 clouds [Bullock 

and Grinspoon, 2013]. 

Another important parameter and measure of stability, the potential temperature, 
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describes the temperature that an air parcel would reach if it were moved adiabat

ically from its altitude to a reference point , usually the ground. The first law of 

thermodynamics for adiabatic processes [Jacobson, 2005 , pp. 50] describes the rela

tion: 
dT = (R) dp 
T Cp p 

Integrating from T, the temperature at the starting location, to 0, the potential 

temperature, and from p, the pressure at the starting location, to p0 , the reference 

pressure, this expression yields [e.g., Salby , 1996, pp. 71]: 

(1.8) 

The change in potential temperature may also be used to assess the stability of the 

atmosphere, and is related to the lapse rate as such: 

(1.9) 

We thus expect that for a neutrally buoyant atmosphere (i.e., the environmental 

lapse rate equals the dry adiabatic lapse rate, as discussed previously) the potential 

temperature will be constant. 

Following from potential temperature, we define the Brunt-Vaisala (buoyancy) 

frequency-another measure of stratification and stability in the atmosphere-given 

by [e.g. , Jacobson, 2005, pp. 57]: 

2 g d0 g 
w = -- = - (rd - r) 

N 0dz T 
(1.10) 

which represents the frequency of vertical oscillation of a fluid parcel about its equi

librium level of buoyancy [Salby , 1996, pp. 175]. Stability is also defined by: 

{ 

> 0 Stable 

w'fv = 0 -X eutrally Stable 

< 0 Unstable 
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Figure 1.5 confirms stability via this parameter as well. 

For an ideally isothermal, compressible atmosphere, the Brunt-Vaisala frequency 

may be approximated to [e.g., de Larquier, 2010]: 

(1.11) 

The Brunt-Vaisala frequency is discussed further in Chapter 2, as it represents a sig

nificant boundary between regimes for propagating atmospheric waves, where waves 

with frequencies lower than WN are dominated by buoyant effects (gravity waves). 
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Figure 1.5: Stability parameters for Earth, Mars, and Venus. Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
calculated from Equation (1.10) for a non-isothermal atmosphere. 

1.1.3 Thermal Structure of Atmospheric Regions 

A planet's thermal structure, dT / dz, is primarily defined by its gravity, pressure, and 

energy transport . Energy sources and sinks such as solar heating, chemical processes, 

and cloud and weather layers are responsible for the defined stratified layers that 

make up the thermal structure [e.g., Lissauer and de Pater, 2013, pp. 111]. 

Most stratified atmospheres contain three or four main layers, the troposphere, 

stratosphere ( not present on all terrestrial planets), mesosphere, and thermosphere, 

as defined by the variation of temperature with altitude. While chemical composition 

and energy transport processes vary drastically from planet to planet, the thermal 
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structure for many worlds is qualitatively similar. Most planetary thermal regions are 

analogous to one another, allowing for the universal application of the terms originally 

used to identify regions in our own atmosphere [Mueller- Wodarg et al., 2008]. 
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Figure 1.6: Atmospheric layers of each of the three planets to be investigated, as 
defined by Lissauer and de Pater [2013, pp. 111]. Note that Mars' atmosphere is 
virtually isothermal so the layers are not as well-defined. 

Trop osphere 

The troposphere of a planet is its lowest region, extending from ground to the lower 

or middle atmosphere. A planet's troposphere is characterized by a region of steady 

cooling that varies in gradient magnitude from 2 K/ km on Mars to 8 K/ km on Venus 

(with Earth in between); nonetheless , these are all extremely gradual [Strobel , 2002]. 

As the closest region to the surface, the troposphere is the densest region of the 

atmosphere, containing 90% or more of the atmosphere by mass [e.g. , Nave, 2008; 

Salby , 1996, pp. 9] . This region is also home to extremely variable convective weather 

processes and winds, particularly on Earth, and the majority of a planet 's cloud cover. 
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Stratosphere 

The stratosphere is a region of gradual heating in the lower-middle atmosphere of some 

planets due to changes in chemical composition at these altitudes and the absorption 

of heat (solar energy) by these species; for example, Earth's stratosphere is character

ized by the introduction of ozone. Furthermore, the stratosphere is characterized by 

an increase in stability as the environmental temperature lapse rate decreases and the 

Brunt-Vaisala frequency increases, clearly shown in Figure 1.5 [Holton et al., 1995]. 

Mesosphere 

Above the stratosphere is the mesosphere, in which the temperature continues to 

fall with altitude. The density in the mesosphere is considerably lower than the 

layer(s) below, and is generally home to the planet 's coldest temperatures near the 

mesopause-the transition from the upper-mesosphere to the lower-thermosphere. 

Defined as the middle-upper atmosphere, the mesosphere indicates the beginning of 

significant changes in constituent species (such as the appearance of atomic oxygen), 

as seen earlier in Figure 1.3, contributing to heating and cooling processes [Strobel, 

2002]. It is also where propagating acoustic and gravity waves forced from the tropo

sphere begin to grow to prominent amplitude such that they may be observed [e.g., 

Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Medvedev and Yi!Jit , 2012]. 

Thermosphere 

At the top of the atmosphere is a rarified region called the thermosphere, where 

temperature increases with altitude. Solar heating is primarily responsible for this 

temperature increase, which varies from rapid growth on the order of 10-20 K/ km 

on Earth to the gradual heating of the Martian and Venusian thermospheres [Stro

bel, 2002] . At the topside of the thermosphere, temperatures generally approach an 

asymptotic value, where the atmosphere remains nearly isothermal until the density 

becomes excessively tenuous (i.e., the transition to the exosphere, to be discussed 

in the next section). The top of the thermosphere serves as the diffuse boundary 

between the atmosphere and the exosphere-the region of outer space encircling the 
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planet [e.g., Baugher et al., 2002]. Thermospheric temperatures of terrestrial planets 

tend to reach, if not exceed, surface temperatures. The exception to this rule would 

be the case of Venus, the surface temperature of which cannot be attained other than 

by its drastic greenhouse effect found at low-altitudes. Venus' dayside thermosphere 

achieves temperatures of 300-400 K, while the nightside thermosphere is the coldest 

region of the planet, reaching temperatures of only 100 K, often leading to the region 

to be called a cryasphere rather than a thermosphere [Piitzald et al. , 2007]. 

Due to its relatively low density ( thus inability to retain heat) and greater sen

sitivity to the impacts of solar radiation, the thermosphere sees a great difference 

in temperature between day and night. Figure 1.7 depicts the diurnal variations of 

the planets ' thermospheric temperatures for four key times: night (0:00 Local Solar 

Time), dawn (6:00 Local Solar Time) , day (12 :00 Local Solar Time), and dusk (18:00 

Local Solar Time). The results, for the most part, follow expectations, with the 

coolest temperatures at night and dawn and the warmest temperatures at high-noon 

and dusk. However the exception is that on Mars and Venus we see warmer temper

atures at dawn-on Mars even more so than during the day. One theory to explain 

this could be that the heating of the atmosphere with sunrise causes heavy CO2 to 

rise from lower, cooler altitudes [Baugher et al., 2002], bringing down the average 

temperature of the thermosphere and leading to a cyclical temperature. Figure 1.8 

shows the density of CO2 over time as it rises and falls-the highest densities of CO2 

in the upper-thermosphere exactly coincide with the warmest temperatures, with the 

hottest at 6:00, second at 18:00, third at 12:00, and coldest at 0:00. 

The Venusian thermosphere shows the greatest sensitivity to time of day; this is 

likely due to its long diurnal cycle. A day on Venus is equal to roughly 243 Earth 

days [e.g. , Williams , 2016] so the nightside of the planet spends significantly more 

time facing away from the sun than it does on other planets (for reference, a Martian 

day is roughly 24.5 Earth hours) , which allows for longer periods of cooling. 

The thermosphere is also coupled with the planet's ionosphere, due to the ion

ization effects of the solar heating and neutral drag on the ions. However this thesis 

focuses on dynamics of the neutral atmosphere, and will not discuss the ionized species 

present at high altitudes. 
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Figure 1. 7: Diurnal variations of planetary thermosphere temperatures. 
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Exobase Height 

Because the atmosphere becomes exponentially rarified with altitude, there is a direct 

increase of the mean free path, which describes the average distance traveled by a 

molecule between consecutive collisions in a fluid. The mean free path is given by [e .g., 

Strobel, 2002; Lissauer and de Pater, 2013, pp. 127]: 

1 
(1.12) 

where CJx = 1rd2 is the molecular cross-sectional area and n is the number density 

of particles. Note that this equation assumes spherical scattering. The exobase is 

located at the altitude where [Lissauer and de Pater, 2013, pp. 127]: 

/°
0 

CJxn(z)dz::::::: CJxn(zex)H = l 
}Zex 

(1.13) 

The altitude at which this ratio is unity is essentially the point where the atmo

sphere becomes quasi-collisionless, and, thus, the border between atmosphere and 

outer space [Strobel, 2002] . This parameter is plotted for each planet in Figure 1.9. It 

is clear by inspection of Equation (1.12) that the exobase height is most dependent on 

the atmosphere's molecular composition (which determines CJx), pressure p, and ther

mospheric temperature T. While pressure appears to play a significant role in exobase 

height (not surprising due to the fact that pressure is due to molecular collisions), the 

majority of dependency actually falls on the temperature and composition. This may 

be confirmed due to the fact that Earth has the highest pressure at high altitudes, as 

shown previously in Figure 1.2, yet also the highest exobase; note that higher temper

ature also leads to a greater exobase height. Figure 1.3 clearly depicts the variation in 

atmospheric composition between the different planets. Nitrogen-rich atmospheres, 

such as Earth or Titan (not discussed in this thesis), have high exobase heights due 

to their much lower mean molecular weight, which becomes especially relevant with 

the transition to lighter atomic oxygen at high altitudes. Conversely, carbon-dioxide

based atmospheres, such as Venus and Mars, have lower exobase heights due to the 

fact that their heavier atmospheres are condensed closer to the surface [Strobel, 2002] . 
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It is worth mentioning that these values are variable with solar activity and time of 

day, as heating by the sun has significant effects on the chemistry of the upper

atmosphere, as discussed previously, thus altering the energy and therefore frequency 

of collisions . The heights shown in Figure 1.9 are calculated via the profiles used 

throughout this thesis, which use standard, default values for solar activity. 
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Figure 1.9: Exobase heights based on ratio of mean-free path and scale height for 
global mean profiles. 

1.1 .4 P lanetary P rofiles 

Earth 

Earth 's atmosphere consists of distinct regions in which the temperature and con

stituents vary with altitude. Surface conditions, as shown in Table 1.1 , are median 

for the selected planets, with temperature around 300 Kelvin and pressure at 105 Pas

cals ( the definition of an "atmosphere"-1 atm-in terms of units of pressure). Below 

about 100 kilometers (the mesopause), the atmosphere is dominated by nitrogen and 

oxygen, with these beginning to taper off at higher altitudes to be replaced by atomic 

oxygen, as shown in Figure 1.3. Furthermore, the drop in both density and pressure 
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becomes steeper at the mesopause, and there is a significant change in temperature 

where thermospheric warming goes into effect. Until the mesopause (around 100 km), 

the temperature hovers between 200 and 300 K with increases and decreases through

out the different regions but remaining more or less consistent. The region below 100 

km is aptly named the homosphere, as the atmosphere is well-mixed and essentially 

isothermal, and may be approximated as such with reasonable accuracy for many 

purposes. However at the transition to the thermosphere the temperature rapidly 

increases to upwards of 1000 K, depending on solar activity, at high altitudes, as seen 

in Figure 1.2 [e.g., Baugher et al., 2008]. Of the three planets to be investigated in 

this thesis, Earth 's thermosphere is the region of highest temperature, exceeding even 

that at Venus' surface. 

In comparison to the other planets in our solar system, Earth is unique. Its high 

abundance of nitrogen and oxygen, along with small amounts of carbon-dioxide, leads 

to extremely different profiles and dynamics. Aside from Titan, a moon of Saturn, 

Earth is the only body in the solar system with a nitrogen-rich atmosphere. As can be 

seen from Figure 1.1 , Earth's nitrogen- and oxygen-rich atmosphere gives the planet 

a deep marble blue color, as opposed to the hues of red, orange, and yellow of Mars 

and Venus. Of course Earth is also unique in that its atmosphere has the ability to 

support life due to its mild temperature, which allows for liquid water at the surface. 

The troposphere of Earth is home to highly variable, localized weather processes, such 

as liquid water rain storms, and winds that vary due to geographical location. 

Mars 

The Martian atmosphere is largely composed of carbon dioxide (95%), along with 

nitrogen, argon, and oxygen. Unlike Earth, the atmospheric constituents remain 

relatively consistent in their ratios with increasing altitudes, and the temperature 

profile is essentially isothermal, with temperatures varying only by about 100 K. 

As shown in Table 1.1, the surface temperature is much colder than that of Earth, 

and Mars ' atmosphere is significantly less dense than Earth's (only 12% density) 

throughout, with a lower pressure as a result (about 7%) . While Mars is incredibly 

dry, the low temperatures allow the small amount of water vapor to nearly saturate 
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the air, and clouds do occur [Taylor, 2010, pp. 15]. The presence of weather systems 

on Mars is essentially limited to massive dust storms, which engulf the planet on 

global scales; these storms occur relatively infrequently, generally at perihelion every 

two (Earth) years, and last for a few (Earth) months. These storms are caused by solar 

heating, which imparts energy to the air and lifts dust off the ground; they drastically 

affect atmospheric dynamics and the planet's meteorological conditions [Coffey, 2008] . 

Mars' atmosphere may be divided into three regions: the warm lower atmosphere, 

a cooler mesosphere, and a thermosphere with some slight heating. Unlike on Earth, 

there is no ozone present in the atmosphere to produce stratospheric heating. How

ever there is a strong presence of dust in the upper-troposphere that causes Martian 

stratospheric heating [ Gonzalez-Galindo et al., 2008]. The thermospheric heating is 

also much weaker than that of Earth, falling just shy of surface temperature at its 

maximum. The quasi-isothermal profile of Mars is due in part to the high thermal 

conduction in its atmosphere, which is responsible for suppressing temperature gra

dients. Its warm surface is due to a small greenhouse effect by its carbon-dioxide 

composition, however due to its thin atmosphere this effect is minimal, thus con

tributing to its nearly isothermal nature. 

Venus 

Often called the Earth's sister, Venus is similar in size and geology, however its atmo

sphere is drastically different. Perhaps more like Mars than Earth, its composition 

is 93-97% carbon dioxide, 2-5% nitrogen, and about 1 % sulfur dioxide, atomic oxy

gen, carbon monoxide, and other gases [e.g., Prinn and Fegley, 1987; Mueller- Wodarg 

et al., 2008]. The surface of Venus is characterized by a temperature of 730 Kelvin and 

a pressure of 90 atm, which makes it an ideal example of a high pressure atmosphere 

for validation of the model [e.g., Fjeldbo et al., 1971] . Perhaps the best known feature 

of Venus is its thick sulfuric acid cloud layer, which is completely impenetrable in the 

visible spectrum. This cloud cover paired with its carbon dioxide atmosphere results 

in a runaway greenhouse effect that contributes upwards of 500 Kelvin to its surface 

temperature [Taylor , 2010, pp. 11]. 

Venus is of particular interest due to the fact that its atmosphere is essentially 
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broken into two very different regions: below the clouds and above the clouds. Below 

an altitude of about 100 km, the point at which the clouds have completely subsided, 

the atmosphere is incredibly hot and dense. The Venusian troposphere contains 99% 

of its atmosphere by mass, with 90% found below 30 km. At the surface, temperatures 

exceed the melting point of many metals , which, paired with the extreme pressures 

one hundred times greater than the surface of Earth, has made it incredibly difficult 

to land spacecraft [Nave, 2008]. The composition of Venus changes drastically above 

100-150 km as well, as seen in Figure 1.3, with nitrogen abundance surpassing that 

of carbon dioxide above the clouds. While the troposphere is incredibly hot at the 

surface, the temperature has decreased by 500 K by tropopause altitudes at 60 km, 

with temperatures continuing to drop, albeit more slowly, in the mesosphere. Above 

100 km, the Venusian thermosphere, there is a slight warming effect, however by this 

point temperatures have reached nearly Martian levels of 200-300 K-colder than the 

surface of the Earth, and much colder than the Earth's thermosphere. Density and 

pressure also make a dramatic drop above the cloud layer; these profiles, shown in 

Figure 1.2, are by far the steepest and least consistent of the three planets being 

studied. There has also been discussion of the possibility of intracloud lightning on 

Venus [Fischer et al., 2011], which is especially interesting as a potential source of 

acoustic waves. 

1.2 Atmospheric Infrasound 

Periodic disturbances in the atmosphere at frequencies greater than the acoustic 

cut-off frequency produce short-period acoustic waves that move through the upper

atmosphere. These waves cause large compressions in the atmosphere at infrasonic 

( < 10 Hz) frequencies as they propagate upward, grow in amplitude, and eventually 

dissipate at high altitudes [e.g., Drob et al., 2003]. 
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1.2.1 Speed of Sound 

The propagation and dissipation of infrasonic acoustic waves is directly related to 

atmospheric properties, such as temperature , density, pressure, viscosity, etc. that 

affect major parameters, such as the speed of sound: the speed at which sound can 

travel through a specific medium, given by [e.g., Kinsler et al. , 2000, pp. 121]: 

c2 =,RT= ,E 
s p 

(1.14) 

where , is the ratio of specific heats, R is the specific gas constant, and T is the 

ambient temperature in Kelvin. These three parameters all vary with altitude, which 

indicates that acoustic waves move through varying speeds of sound as they propagate 

upward, determining their velocities, refraction or reflection, and eventual dissipation. 

Figure 1.11 depicts the speed of sound on the three planets of interest as it varies 

with atmosphere; note that it has essentially the same shape as the variation of 

temperature, as, and Rare more or less constant with altitude. 
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Figure 1.11: The speed of sound as it varies with altitude on Earth, Mars , and Venus. 

1.2.2 Acoustic Attenuation 

As acoustic waves travel through the atmosphere they are damped by two dominant 

diffusion processes: viscosity and thermal conduction. While dynamic viscosity and 

thermal conductivity are properties of the gases that make up the atmosphere, the 

diffusive terms, kinematic viscosity ( also called molecular diffusivity) and thermal 

diffusivity, vary with altitude due to changes in density. These are given, respectively, 

by: 
µ 

V = -
p 

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, which varies with temperature, and: 

(1.16) 

where K, is the thermal conductivity, which is based essentially on molecular compo

sition of the atmosphere. Note that the model used in this thesis assumes constant 

µ and K, with altitude; the variation of µ is minimal and the variation of K, is gradual 

and smooth, thus it is reasonable to neglect derivative terms. 
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Viscous effects in a gas are caused by collisions, and the kinematic viscosity-also 

known as the molecular diffusion coefficient-scales inversely with density. Therefore, 

a more tenuous atmosphere (i.e., Mars) will possess a much higher kinematic viscosity, 

as collisions to transport the wave momentum through the atmosphere will be fewer 

and farther between, and thus the wave's momentum will be diffused quickly [e.g., 

Jacobson, 2005, pp. 101-102]. Conversely, a planet with a greater neutral density in 

its atmosphere (i.e., Venus) will allow waves to propagate much farther. This explains 

why the Venusian viscosity profile increases significantly at high altitudes, where its 

density drops considerably (the density profile is shown in Figure 1.2). 

Thermal conduction represents the transfer of energy from one molecule to the 

next in a gas, which is a significant energy exchange mechanism throughout the atmo

sphere. As shown in Equation (1.16), the thermal diffusivity is a function of thermal 

conductivity, density, and the specific heat capacity of the air; this quantity repre

sents the rate of heat transfer, and dictates how quickly temperature gradients in the 

atmosphere are diffused. High thermal diffusivity in the thermosphere is partially 

responsible for its isothermal nature at high altitudes [Schlatter , 2009] . Similarly to 

damping by viscosity, the inverse relationship between thermal diffusivity and density 

indicates fewer molecular collisions and, therefore, transfer of energy by conduction 

occurs over longer mean free paths. As a result, the waves lose energy as they prop

agate and, eventually, dissipate. 

These two quantities are related by the Prandtl number Pr= ~, which is roughly 
°' 

a constant 0.7-0.8 for an atmosphere, depending on composition [e.g. , Jacobson , 2005 , 

pp. 242]. Kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity, and Prandtl number for each planet 

are plotted in Figure 1.12. 

The absorption of acoustic waves due to viscosity and thermal conduction is given 

by the classical absorption coefficient in Nepers per meter-a natural logarithmic 

unit for ratios of measurement [e.g., Bass and Chambers, 2001; Kinsler et al., 2000, 

pp. 217-218]: 

ac = _:!__ (~ µ + (, - l) f\:) 
2pc8

3 3 Gp 
(1.17) 

where µ and f\: are the coefficients of molecular viscosity in kg/ (m-s) and thermal 
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conductivity in W / ( m-K) respectively, w = 21r f with frequency f in Hz, and cp is the 

specific heat at constant pressure in J / (kg-K). 
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Figure 1.12: Diffusion coefficients and Prandtl number for Earth, Mars, and Venus. 

Acoustic attenuation for each planet calculated by Equation (1.17) is plotted in 

Figure 1.13. Upon inspection it is apparent that the contour lines for each planet 

are representative of general trends in its temperature profile (Figure 1.2). It is also 

worth noting that the attenuation profile for Mars plotted here agrees with the results 

obtained by Bass and Chambers [2001] and Petculescu and Lueptow [2006]. Each 

follows the trends expected based on Figure 1.12: Mars has high attenuation, Venus 

has low attenuation below the cloud layer and high above, and Earth is moderate. 

Because absorption clearly increases with increasing frequency, infrasound propagates 

much farther through the atmosphere than audible acoustics-sometimes on the order 

of thousands of kilometers [ Drab et al., 2003]. Waves with extremely long periods (i.e., 

minutes) may propagate with minimal attenuation to high altitudes. 
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Figure 1.13: Acoustic attenuation coefficient (in Np/m) by frequency and altitude on 
Earth, Mars , and Venus. 

1.3 Review of Past Work 

In order to provide appropriate context for the work presented in this thesis, previ

ous studies are first explored. There has been limited study of the propagation of 

atmospheric acoustic waves on other planets, with the majority of work in this field 

devoted specifically to Earth. The study of atmospheric infrasound is a significant 

topic in the field of geosciences, with Google Scholar [http :// s cholar. go ogle . com] 

searches returning hundreds of publication results within a single year. Figure 1.14 

depicts the clear upward trend of atmospheric acoustic wave research over the last 

twenty-five years, including the growing prominence of studies of other planets. :\"ate 

that these are simply total numbers of results returned, and all articles may not be 

completely relevant; nonetheless this method does provide a worthwhile trend for 

comparison purposes. 

1.3.1 Sources of Infrasound 

One significant field of study regarding infrasonic acoustic waves has been their 

sources, which are numerous. Many natural sources (e.g., storms, seismic events) 

as well as man-made sources (e.g., nuclear detonation, sonic booms) have been in

vestigated theoretically, modeled, and observed over the course of the last century. 

While it is well-known that storms produce acoustic compressions at the lower end 
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Figure 1.14: umber of Google Scholar search results by year for publications con
taining the terms "atmosphere", "infrasound", "acoustic", and "waves", as well as those 
containing additionally "Mars" or "Venus". Data were obtained October 2016 , and 
this year's number has been extrapolated to estimate total year results. 

of the audible range-commonly known as thunder-there has been significant study 

into the formation of additional infrasonic frequencies developed during storms. Re

cently, Pasko [2009] investigated the presence of infrasound signatures due to light

ning discharge , and determined that waves on the order of 0.1-1 Hz are produced 

by electrostatic storm clouds; his work develops a model to confirm experimental 

observations by Balachandran [1979]. Additional measurements of infrasound due to 

thunderstorms have been made by Farges and Blanc [2010], who confirm the presence 

of 0.1-1 Hz acoustic waves generated by lightning discharge. Furthermore, Walter

scheid et al. [2003] show, through a time-dependent, nonlinear model, that tropical 

convective storms produce long period ( ~3-4 minutes) acoustic waves that are able to 

propagate to thermospheric heights. These waves are found to cause thermospheric 

heating (in contrast to gravity waves, which can cool the upper-atmosphere) due to 

their dissipation at high altitudes. Hickey et al. [2001] have modeled these phenom

ena, and determined that acoustic waves deposit energy at F-region altitudes and 

may be responsible for observed hot spots. 
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Seismic sources, such as earthquakes and volcanoes, are notable sources of acous

tic waves. Mutschlecner and Whitaker [2005] discuss observations of infrasonic signals 

caused by thirty-one earthquakes, while Johnson [2003] considers infrasonic pressure 

waves generated by active volcanoes. Studies of this nature are key to understanding 

the dynamics of potentially devastating natural disasters, and there is a large amount 

ofresearch being devoted to sensing infrasound generated by these events [e.g. , Tanaka 

et al., 1984; Li et al., 2003] . Zettergren and Snively [2015] modeled the propagation of 

infrasonic acoustic waves generated by such sources through the coupling of a neutral 

atmospheric dynamics model [Snively and Pasko, 2008] and a comprehensive iono

spheric model [Zettergren and Semeter, 2012], and were able to investigate potential 

detection of these waves by ionospheric disturbances. Furthermore, the European 

Space Agency 's Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) 

mission is able to measure seismically induced infrasound, such as that generated 

by the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, from low-Earth orbit, presenting a new method of 

detecting and measuring seismic events, as described by Garcia et al. [2013]. 

Shock waves are another example of infrasound in the atmosphere. Impulsive 

events such as meteor strikes, sonic booms, and detonations can cause immense 

motions , both in the ground and the atmosphere, which can generate propagating 

acoustic waves. Langston [2004] discusses a 2003 bolide (an extremely bright meteor 

that often explodes in the atmosphere) event that was observed to produce a sonic 

boom and seismic response similar to that of a small earthquake. The trajectory of 

the induced wave was modeled and compared with observed results , which are found 

to be consistent. However as stated by Lin and Langston [2007], large impulsive 

events are infrequent; they seek to model infrasonic waves generated by thunder and 

compare them with seismically forced waves in order to draw parallels, a study that 

achieves comparable results with those for the bolide event. Besset and Blanc [1994] 

perform modeling experiments of acoustic wave propagation induced by shock waves 

and note nonlinear results , as shown in the figure reproduced as Figure 1.15. Further

more, mid-twentieth century research was heavily focused on a much more dangerous 

impulsive event: nuclear detonation. An early report by Knabe [1969] details the 

generation and propagation of internal gravity and acoustic waves by nuclear sources, 
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and finds that explosions at ground-level are much more likely to produce gravity 

waves than acoustic waves, but that explosions in the upper-atmosphere are likely 

to induce detectible infrasonic acoustic waves. Infrasound is now used to monitor 

compliance with the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test Ban Treaty [ Beddard and Georges, 

2000]. 

0 40 80 120 180 200 
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Figure 1.15: Nonlinear propagation of acoustic shock waves generated by a 4 kilotonne 
explosion. Obtained from Besset and Blanc [1994]. 

1.3.2 Planetary Infrasound 

It is well established that the upward propagation of acoustic waves is incredibly 

sensitive to the structure of a planetary atmosphere (i.e., composition, pressure, den

sity, and temperature) due to the dependence of the speed of sound on these quanti

ties [Petculescu and Lueptow, 2006]; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that planets 

with very different atmospheres will have very different acoustic environments. While 

studies involving the modeling and detection of infrasound on other planets are com

paratively sparse, there have been a fair number of investigations within the last two 

decades that have begun to shine a light on these phenomena. Recent investigations 

by Bass and Chambers [2001] and Williams [2001] have explored the propagation 
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and absorption of sound in the atmosphere of Mars, and have found that the Mar

tian atmosphere greatly attenuates acoustic waves, particularly in the audible range 

(i.e., 20-20,000 Hz) . Williams [2001] notes that waves at 20 Hz dissipate at a rate of 

0.419 dB/ m on Mars versus 9 x 10-4 dB/ m on Earth, while attenuation of sounds in 

the infrasonic range resembles that of the terrestrial environment more closely. This 

therefore allows for propagation over greater distances but still not to the extent pos

sible on Earth. Previous work by Schroeder et al. [2013] simulates infrasonic acoustic 

waves of 0.016 Hz on Mars, and determines that they dissipate much more rapidly, 

and at lower altitudes, than on Earth. As previously discussed, the great attenuation 

on Mars is likely due to the low density and high viscosity of the atmosphere, as well 

as the lack of comparative thermospheric heating. Additionally, Bass and Chambers 

[2001] attribute the strong absorption to the low pressure (1 / 150 atm) and the dom

inant concentration of CO2 , which has a vibrational specific heat about twenty times 

greater than that of N2 . Using Monte Carlo simulations of acoustic waves on Earth 

and Mars, Hanford and Long [2009] find that acoustic waves on Mars have lower 

amplitude and speed, and cite agreement with the attenuation findings of Bass and 

Chambers [2001] in a figure reprinted here as Figure 1.16. 

While the majority of non-Earth terrestrial planetary acoustic research is dedi

cated to Mars, there has been some investigation of Venus, as well as Titan-a moon of 

Saturn with a significant atmosphere. Hanford and Long [2009] include Titan in their 

study, and Petculescu and Lueptow [2006] discuss all four worlds. In the latter, they 

model predictions of acoustic attenuation similar to those presented in Section 1.2.2 

of this thesis , and their results are reprinted here as Figure 1.17. 

In addition to modeling, acoustic sensors have been deployed on several planetary 

missions in order to gather valuable data about the properties of sound on other 

worlds. As discussed by Leighton and Petculescu [2008], four missions have carried 

microphones: the Venera missions to Venus, the Cassini-Huygens mission to Titan, 

and the Mars Polar Lander, however the latter lost contact before data could be re

ceived. Petculescu and Lueptow [2006] also devote a section of their publication to 

the discussion of passive sensing on other worlds, and present modeled results that 

seek to predict some of the data that could be obtained in future sensing missions. 
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Figure 1.16: Validation of classical absorption in Martian acoustic waves. Obtained 
from Hanford and Long [2009]. 

In a publication by Farrelly et al. [2004], the Environmental Acoustic Reconnais

sance and Sounding experiment (EARS) is proposed, which has the goal of charac

terizing the acoustic environment and propagation of acoustic waves on Mars. Fur

thermore , Garcia et al. [2009] discuss the observation of gravity waves in the Venu

sian atmosphere by the Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer Mapper 

(VIRTIS-M) onboard Venus Express, which they believe to have originated at or near 

the South Pole due to polar vortex turbulence. The authors also discuss the likelihood 

of the presence of acoustic waves in the Venusian atmosphere in addition to its ability 

to support gravity waves. 

Understanding how these waves behave on other planets is important, however 

there is also a need to investigate potential sources. An early study by Pickhersgill 

and Hunt [1981] discusses the formation of atmospheric waves by Martian volcanoes, 

which are significantly larger than those on Earth. They discuss observations of wave

like clouds in the vicinity of Olympus Mons and Ascraeus Mons (two of Mars' largest 

volcanoes) by Viking Orbiter imagery, and perform some modeling experiments to 

determine how flow over these massive volcanoes generates mountain lee waves ( a 

type of internal gravity waves); while this study does not specifically mention infra

sound, it has been established by Walterscheid and Hickey [2005] that gusty flow over 

hilly terrain can also produce atmospheric acoustic waves. Another potential source 

of 11artian infrasound could be its massive dust storms and dust devils, which grow 
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Figure 1.17: Predictions of acoustic attenuation, obtained from Petculescu and Luep
tow [2006]. Kote that these results agree with those presented in Figure 1.13. 

considerably larger than those on Earth [e.g., Tratt et al., 2003]; one consideration, 

however, is that due to Mars' lower density and pressure it takes much greater winds 

to perturb the air than on Earth. A publication by Schecter [2012] discusses the gen

eration of infrasonic acoustic waves by tornadoes on Earth, therefore it is reasonable 

to consider the possibility of infrasound induced by dust devils on Mars; Williams 

[2001] mentions this hypothesis as well. 

Venus, like Earth, has a well-developed tectonic rift system, although the faults 

likely require greater stress to generate seismic activity [Foster and Nimmo, 1996] . 

Nonetheless, Garcia et al. 12005] note that while Venus' eismic activity is weaker than 

that of Earth, this weakness is counterbalanced by stronger atmospheric coupling. As 

a result , they hypothesize that Venusian earthquakes of comparable magnitude would 

produce waves with amplitudes roughly 600 times greater than those produced on 

Earth at the same pressure level. This study models the vertical propagation of seis

mically induced infrasound, and concludes that induced temperature perturbations 

due to the dissipation of these waves is likely large enough to be detected by remote 

sensing instruments. A publication by Lorenz [2012] proposes the inclusion of a seis

mometer on a future Venus lander mission in order to measure the amplitude and 

frequency of earthquakes on Venus. Additionally, several publications in the 1980s 

and 1990s [e.g., Borucki, 1982; Borucki et al., 1985; Russell et al. , 1993] hypothesize 
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and model the existence of lightning within the clouds on Venus, and it is likely that 

storm-induced infrasound is present in its atmosphere. 

1.4 Problem Formulation 

It is clear from the review of published literature in Section 1.3 that the existence of 

infrasonic acoustic waves in the atmospheres of Mars and Venus is extremely likely 

due to the abundance of potential sources. These prior studies provide a basis for 

comparison and point of validation for the newly-developed model discussed in this 

thesis. Having provided an in-depth understanding of the atmospheres of the planets 

to be investigated and the physics of atmospheric infrasound, as well as a review of 

historical work, this thesis comparatively discusses the propagation, growth, and dis

sipation of acoustic waves on different terrestrial planets. Furthermore, we perform 

parametric studies in order to investigate the extent to which background parameters 

affect infrasonic wave dynamics, and consider which conditions may produce poten

tially detcctible waves on each planet-as well as the limits at which such waves may 

be detectible on different planets. 

In order to achieve these goals, a one-dimensional, nonlinear, compressible, at

mospheric acoustics model has been developed, which allows the user to specify any 

terrestrial planetary parameters. The model does not make assumptions that are 

only valid on Earth (e.g., predefined values for constituents, etc.) and operates on a 

basis of generalization throughout its routines. This thesis describes , in detail, the 

development and validation of this model. 

The overarching goal of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive comparison of 

the atmospheres of the three major terrestrial planets in our solar system-Earth, 

Mars , and Venus-and examine, in depth , the dynamics of vertical acoustic wave 

propagation at very low frequencies within them. 
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1.4.1 Organization of this Thesis 

Chapter 1 has provided a breadth of scientific background information relating to 

the atmospheres of the planets to be studied, introduced atmospheric infrasound 

from a physical perspective, and provided a detailed review of previously published 

literature on the subject. Chapter 2 will give a detailed account of the mathematics 

to be utilized in the modeling performed in this thesis, along with brief derivations 

of some key parameters. Chapter 3 will extend the mathematics into numerical 

modeling techniques and provide a detailed discussion of the validation performed on 

the newly developed model. With the model sufficiently described, Chapter 4 lists the 

parametric studies performed and interpretations of their outcomes, and Chapter 5 

concludes the thesis with key summarizing points and proposes future endeavors that 

follow naturally from this work. 



Chapter 2 

PHYSICAL AND 

MATHEMATICAL BASIS 

Before we can introduce the model and investigations performed in this thesis, we 

review the physics and mathematics used for our problems. This chapter discusses 

the systems of equations being solved by the model and provides some brief derivations 

of key parameters. It also provides an explanation of the mathematical description 

of the waves to be modeled, which will be shown comparatively between the three 

planets being studied. 

2 .1 The Euler Equat ions 

The nonlinear , compressible Euler equations describe the conservation of mass , mo

mentum, and energy density of an ideal gas, such as a stratified atmosphere that 

exists on the planets discussed in this thesis . These equations, derived from the 

Navier-Stokes equations [Le Veque, 2002, pp. 293], are expressed in a generalized form 

a [Snively, 2003 j: 

31 
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8 
P + v . (pv) = o at 

a(pv) '7 ( __ ) '7 _ 
~ + v · pvv = - vp - pg 

~~ + V · ((E + p)v) = -p§v 

where the equation of state is defined by: 

E p l (- -) =---+-pv·v 
(, - 1) 2 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The acoustics model used in this thesis is one-dimensional, so the equations become: 

(2 .5) 

8(pvz) 8(pv;) 8p 
at + az = - az - pg (2.6) 

BE 8(vz(E + p)) 
at + az = -pgv (2.7) 

p l 2 

E = (, _ l) + 2pvz (2.8) 

While the N avier-Stokes equations are a parabolic system containing several more 

terms (namely for diffusion and conduction, discussed later in Section 2.3) , for an

alytical solutions we neglect dissipation to yield this hyperbolic system [Le Veque, 

2002, pp. 293] , which provides a reasonable approximation for infrasonic acoustic 

propagation at lower altitudes. 

2.2 Linear Dispersion Relation 

Dispersion is the phenomenon that describes the dependence of phase speed on a 

wave's frequency [e.g. , Kinsler et al., 2000 , pp. 82], and, for acoustics, it is necessary 

to determine a dispersion relation for the problem at hand. This relation provides a 

functional description of how wave speed varies with frequency, and is derived from 
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Figure 2.1: Procedure for determining the dispersion relation of a wave. Obtained 
from Blackstock [2000, pp. 299]. 

the conservation equations by forming a wave equation with an assumed harmonic 

solution [Blackstock , 2000, pp. 300]. 

Adhering to the algorithm presented by Blackstock [2000, pp. 299], reproduced as 

Figure 2.1 , we must first determine our conservation equations by reducing the Euler 

equations given by Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) to two dimensions and linearizing 

them by defining: 

P =Po+ P 

where each of these parameters ( density, pressure, and x- and y-velocities respec

tively) is represented by a background value Xo plus a small perturbation X, where x 
represents some parameter. Note that this derivation assumes no background wind 

velocity, thus 'uo and v0 are zero. Also note that background density and pressure do 

not vary in the horizontal direction. Neglecting products of first-order perturbations 

and noting that background quantities do not change with t ime, we obtain the two

dimensional, linearized Euler equations of motion for a fully-compressible , stratified 

atmosphere lSnively and Pasko , 2008; de Larquier, 2010]: 
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1 of> 
Po ox 

These are the system's conservation equations. 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

By combining Equations (2 .9), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) along with the speed of 

sound given by Equation (1.14), the scale height given by Equation (1.4), hydrostatic 

equilibrium given by Equation (1.2), and assuming a plane wave (such that Vx = 0) 

solution of the form: 

we obtain the wave equation: 

- - +---+ __ ----=...:. ___ _.:_ Vz=O o2vz 1 opo ovz (w2 
- w1 w2 

- w'fv) _ 
8z2 Po 8z 8z c; vJ 

(2.13) 

with the horizontal phase velocity V<f> = w / kx. Accounting for the density scaling and 

gravitational stratification of the atmosphere, we define the scaling factor (pj / p0 )
1!2 

at some altitude j, which is plotted for each planet in Figure 2.2 . This amplification 

allows for scaling of the perturbation velocity to account for the conservation of kinetic 

energy as the wave propagates upward. Therefore, we obtain a normalized velocity 

perturbation: 

yielding the wave equation: 

Vz 
w=---

./PcJp; 

o2w (w2 
- w2 w2 

- w2 
) --+ A_ N w=O oz c2 v 2 

s <I> 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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This equation is governed by the linear dispersion relation [Snively, 2003]: 

2 2 
k2 = w -WA 

z c2 
s 

which can also be written as: 

w2 -w2 
N 

k2 = w - w A - l - w N k2 2 2 ( 2) 
z c2 w2 x 

s 
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(2.16) 

to more clearly indicate the second term's dependence on the horizontal wave number. 

The dispersion relation is significant in that it relates wave frequency to the wave 's 

spatial characteristics (i.e., kx, kz) as well as to properties of the propagation medium 

(atmosphere), such as the Brunt-Vaisala and acoustic cut-off frequencies ( w N and w A) 

and speed of sound (cs) [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. 
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Figure 2.2: Density scaling factor versus altitude for Earth, Mars, and Venus. 
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Frequency D omains 

Equation (2.16) contains two key frequency terms: the acoustic cut-off frequency 

(wA) and the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency (wN); the latter was discussed previously in 

Section 1.1.2. 

The minimum frequency of a vertically-propagating acoustic wave in a stratified 

atmosphere is defined by the acoustic cut-off frequency [e.g., Gossard and Hooke, 

1975, pp. 114]: 
g, 

WA=-
2c8 

(2.17) 

which is an angular frequency measured in radians per second (recall that w = 2rr J). 

As this thesis primarily discusses waves in terms of their periods rather than their 

frequencies , it i beneficial to also define the acoustic cut-off period: 

(2.18) 

measured in econds. 

The Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency describes the frequency at which a parcel of air 

displaced vertically in a stratified atmosphere will naturally oscillate, and is given 

previously by Equation (1.10). Waves forced by buoyancy and gravity in this manner 

are called gravity waves. We also define the Brunt-Viiisiilii period: 

(2.19) 

approximated for an ideally isothermal atmosphere, as previously discussed. :\'ote 

that this approximation does not affect investigations in this thesis, as the domain of 

propagating infrasonic acoustic waves to be studied involves frequencies well above 

the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency, which is only provided here for reference. There are 
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two frequency regimes that allow for the propagation of un-trapped waves; these are 

defined by the two roots of the dispersion relation where kz = 0 [ Gossard and Hooke , 

1975, pp. 113-118]. Figure 2.4 illustrates these two regions (recall Figure 1.10) by 

plotting the roots of Equation (2.16) via: 

(2.20) 

The two roots that govern the domains of wave propagation are the cases where: 

(2.21) 

which allows for the propagation of acoustic waves above the acoustic cut-off frequency 

WA , and: 

(2.22) 

which allows for the propagation of gravity (buoyancy) waves below the Brunt-Vaisala 

frequency. 
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Figure 2.3: Acoustic cut-off and Brunt-Vaisala periods on Earth, Mars, and Venus. 
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Figure 2.4: Diagnostic diagrams, as discussed by Gossard and Hooke [1975, pp. 113-
118], illustrate t he domains of acoustic and gravity waves based on the linear disper
sion relation for kz = 0 at ground-level (assuming the isothermal approximation). 

For the one-dimensional model utilized in this thesis, the horizontal wave number 

kx is always equal to zero for vertically-propagating waves (whereas for horizontally

propagating cases kx =/- 0 and kz = 0) , therefore the dispersion relation reduces to: 

w2 -w~ k2 = --- -
z c2 

s 

(2.23) 

The acoustic dispersion relation is heavily dependent on frequency; for standard, 

audible frequencies the dispersion relation is the more well-known k; = w2 
/ c; due to 

the fact that w is much greater than w A for these frequencies [ de Larquier, 2010] . 

In order to test the validity of these regimes in the model, a wave is launched 

at each planet's respective acoustic cut-off frequency, which constitutes the boundary 

between acoustic and vertically evanescent waves , and at a period of 2 minutes (0.0524 

rad/ s), which is firmly within the acoustic wave branch. These have been plotted 

over time to confirm that they agree with the predicted propagation and are shown 

in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
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at low altitudes, consistent with propagation near the cut-off frequency, however it 
transitions away from evanescence at high altitudes as the cut-off frequency changes 
with speed of sound. The velocity amplitude is scaled with density via (pj/ p0 ) 112 . 
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2.3 Diffusion Equations 

Unlike the Navier-Stokes equations from which they are derived, the Euler equations 

do not include diffusion terms such as viscosity and thermal conduction [Le Veque, 

2002, pp. 293] , and as such allow waves to propagate through the atmosphere free 

from any dissipative effects. However this is an invalid assumption; the atmosphere, 

like any fluid medium, causes dissipation and damping of wave motions , as discussed 

briefly in Section 1.2.2. Therefore the momentum (Equation (2 .6)) and energy density 

(Equation (2. 7)) equations must be altered to include dissipation due to viscosity and 

thermal conduction. 

2.3.1 Viscosity 

Recall the dynamic viscosity (µ) and kinematic viscosity (v = ~) . The Navier-Stokes 
p 

equation for the conservation of momentum is given by [Landau and Lifshitz , 1987, 

pp. 45]: 

( av - n-) n - n 2- µn (n -) p - + V · V V = - V p - pg + µ V V + - V V · V 
8t 3 

(2. 24) 

By separating the viscous terms µV 2v + ~V (V • v) from Equation (2.2)- the Euler 

momentum equation-and dividing across by density, we obtain the diffusion equation 

for viscosity: 

or, in one dimension: 

8v n 2 - l/ n (n -) - = l/v V + - V V · V 
8t 3 

OVz 

8t 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where v is the kinematic viscosity in m2 /s. Numerically, this will be solved via time

splitting together with the Euler momentum conservation law, which will be discussed 

in detail in Chapter 3. 
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2.3.2 Thermal Conduction 

The conservation of energy in an ideal fluid is expressed by [Landau and Lifshitz , 

1987, pp. 192]: 

where E is the internal energy per unit mass given by [Salby, 1996, pp. 67]: 

p 
E = cvT = - -- (2.28) 

p(, - 1) 

and w is the enthalpy, or total heat content per unit mass. 

Recall the thermal cond ucti vi ty (,,;) and thermal diffusivity ( a = c;p) . From 

Fourier 's Law, the conductive heat flux equation [e.g., Jacobson , 2005 , 21]: 

fie= -,,;\lT (2.29) 

estimates the flux of heat energy in W / m2 through a fluid, such as the atmosphere. 

Applying Equation (2.4), which defines the energy density E , and considering con

duction from Equation (2.29) as heat loss yields the conservation of energy equation: 

a E n [ 1 _.( _. _.) _. ( p) H_. ] _._, at = - V • 2 pv V · V + pV € + () - c - pgV (2.30) 

for enthalpy defined by w = 1: + p/ p + 6 [Landau and Lifshitz, 1987, pp. xiii] where 6 

represents additional heat sources and/ or sinks. This simplifies to: 

~~ = -\1 · ((E + p)iJ- ,,;\JT) - p§iJ (2.31) 

Defining heat density with a form of the heat capacity equation [e.g. , Salby , 1996, 

pp. 65]: 

(2.32) 

we note that heat Q is a form of energy density E. By separating the diffusion 
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term, -r.,VT, from Equation (2.3)-the Euler energy equation-and dividing by cpp 

we obtain the diffusion equation for thermal conduction: 

or , in one dimension: 

BT 
- = V · (aVT) at 

aT a2r 
- = a--at 8z2 

(2.33) 

(2 .34) 

where a is the thermal diffusivity in m2 /s. As with viscosity, this will be solved 

together with the energy conservation law via time-splitting (discussed in Chapter 3). 

2.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has introduced the mathematics involved in the development of the 

model in order to provide a physical basis for the numerical methods to be discussed 

in the next chapter. The system of nonlinear, compressible Euler equations with grav

ity has been presented along with linear diffusion equations for kinematic viscosity 

and thermal diffusivity derived from the avier-Stokes conservation equations. Fur

thermore, the linear dispersion relation for infrasonic acoustic waves has been derived 

and discussed, and from it the frequency domains of atmospheric phenomena have 

been defined. Chapter 3 will build upon this mathematical foundation by discussing, 

in detail, the numerical basis of the model, as well as its validation. 



Chapter 3 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND 

VALIDATION 

The mathematical system that describes the propagation of acoustic waves through 

a realistic atmosphere cannot be solved using analytical methods. In problems with 

nonlinearity and variable parameters, numerical methods may be used to provide a 

reasonable solution that gives insight into the physical system and processes. The de

velopment of an appropriate numerical model here involves a computational solution 

to the system of equations that evolves over time and space, solved over a certain 

number of temporal and spatial steps. This chapter discusses, in detail, a numerical 

approach to solving the system of compressible Euler equations with diffusion dis

cussed in the previous chapter. A full description of the mathematical methods and 

validation efforts is provided. Importantly, this model is constructed to allow case 

studies for different atmospheres and conditions to be readily constructed. 

3.1 Numerical Model 

3.1.1 Lax-Wendroff Implementation 

The Euler equations are solved using a two-step Richtmyer Lax-Wendroff method 

for advection. This method utilizes the standard Lax method in the first half-step 

43 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram depicting the two steps of the Lax-Wendroff method. Obtained 
from Potter [1973 , pp. 68]. 

to obtain provisional results , then uses a leapfrog method in the second half-step to 

obtain final values. The Lax-Wendroff method is an explicit forward-in-time-centered

in-space method [e.g. Hoffman , 2001 , pp. 668]. For a hyperbolic advection equation 

of the general form [e.g. Le Veque, 2007, pp. 201]: 

where q represents some quantity and x represents some spatial dimension, the 

method is given by [Potter, 1973, pp. 68]: 

n+l = n _ 6.t (f( )n+½ _ f( )n+½) 
qJ % 6.x q H½ q j-½ (3.1) 

for each time step n with step size 6.t and each spatial step j with step size 6.x. 

Note that for most problems discussed here, the model equations are solved along the 

z-axis rather than the x-axis , indicating vertical propagation. 

The Lax-Wendroff method is conditionally stable, provided that the Courant

Friedrichs-Lewy stability condition is met , defined as: 

CF L = lcsl6.t < 1 
6.x - (3.2) 
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Figure 3.2: Validity of the Lax-Wendroff method on Earth, Mars, and Venus for 
several different time steps with a '6.x of 500 meters and 1 kilometer, where green 
indicates stability and red indicates instability. 

In order to ensure that this condition is satisfied, the model has been developed to 

allow the user to specify the desired CFL number in addition to the spatial step-size, 

and it then selects an appropriate temporal step-size to ensure stability. Figure 3.2 

indicates validity of the Lax-Wendroff method for the three planets being investigated. 

Gravity is calculated analytically to balance the model in a steady state based on 

the initial density and pressure profiles. From hydrostatic equilibrium [e.g., Taylor , 

2010, pp. 951: 

dp = -pgdz (3.3) 

an analytic expression for gravity is given by: 

(3.4) 

where p0 and p0 represent the pressure and density at time t = 0. This expression is 

solved with the Lax-Wendroff method for momentum and energy as it appears in the 

Euler equations given by Equations (2 .2) and (2.3). 
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While steady state is maintained throughout the domain, the agreement with 

physical gravity varies with altitude on each planet, as shown in Fig. 3.3. On Earth, 

the largest region of disagreement occurs between 80 and 120 kilometers, which is 

where the mesosphere transitions into the thermosphere, indicated by a steep tem

perature gradient and significant change in chemical composition (see Figure 1.6 and 

Figure 1.3). Mars, for the most part , agrees with the Newtonian calculation, with 

some small variance around 60 to 80 kilometers where there is a sharp change in 

temperature gradient, as shown in Figure 1.2. Finally, while Venus agrees almost 

perfectly for the majority of the altitude domain, the agreement seems to rapidly 

break down around 150 kilometers, although this is near the planet's exobase (recall 

Figure 1.9) and thus waves do not propagate to this height anyway. It should also 

be considered that the profile output by VenusGRAM 2005 is likely of lower fidelity 

compared to EarthGRAM 2010 and MarsGRAM 2010. Overall, the analytic gravity 

approximation agrees to the extent needed to appropriately balance the model and 

produce a valid simulation of propagating acoustic waves in these three atmospheres. 
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3 .1.2 Euler Diffusion 

After the Lax-Wendroff solution to the Euler equations is determined, a diffusion 

method is then applied to the result to simulate damping by viscosity and thermal 

conduction (recall the equations derived in Section 2.3) . The model has been devel

oped to allow for the choice between two different numerical methods for diffusion. 

The explicit Euler method is conditionally stable but provides significantly faster run 

time, while the implicit Euler method is unconditionally stable but significantly more 

computationally intensive. The two methods have been validated to confirm that they 

produce sufficiently equivalent results. The general form of the diffusion equation is 

given by [e.g., LeVeque , 2007, pp. 181]: 

where q represents some quantity, x represents some spatial dimension, and K is a 

diffusion constant. 

Explicit Method 

The simplest numerical scheme for solving the diffusion (heat) equation would be the 

explicit forward Euler method, given by [e.g., Hoffman, 2001, pp. 353]: 

n+l n K ~t ( n n n ) q* · = q* . + -- q* ·+1 - 2q* + q* . l 
J J (~x)2 J J J-

(3.5) 

where q* represents the result from the Lax-Wendroff method and K is the diffu

sion constant , equal to 4v /3 for viscosity and a for thermal diffusivity, as discussed 

previously. These equations act , respectively, on the velocity Vz-obtained from the 

momentum equation simply by dividing out density-and on temperature T , which 

is obtained from the energy equation given that: 

(3.6) 
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However, this method is conditionally stable, requiring that: 

~x2 
~t< -

- 2K 

or: 

48 

(3.7) 

This makes it difficult to select a temporal step-size for the model, as it must meet the 

criteria in both Equation (3.2) and Equation (3. 7). Due to the highly-viscous nature 

of the atmospheres of Mars and Venus, there is no reasonable time step that, when 

used in conjunction with a desirable spatial step size ~x (i .e., 1 km or less), produces 

a stable solution for the entire altitude domain. Figure 3.4 depicts the CFL number 

over the altitude domain for each planet at ~t values of 0.1 second, 0.5 seconds, and 

1.0 seconds . As is evidenced by Equation (3 . 7) and illustrated by the figure, the 

altitude ceiling for validity of the explicit Euler scheme decreases with increasing ~t, 

and also decreases with decreasing ~x. 
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Figure 3.4: Validity of the explicit Euler method on Earth, Mars, and Venus for several 
different time steps with a ~x of 500 meters and 1 kilometer, where green indicates 
stability and red indicates instability. ote that none of the values produce a valid 
CFL number on Mars and Venus to the desired simulation range of 200 kilometers. 
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Implicit Method 

To address the limited stability of the explicit method, an alternative approach is the 

time-split implicit backward Euler solution [e.g. , Hoffman, 2001, pp. 356]: 

(3.8) 

The method of solving this implicit method involves the use of matrix methods. 

Defining a constant: 

(3.9) 

yields the backward Euler method in the form: 

This may be written as a matrix equation: 

(3.10) 

where q* represents the result from the Lax-Wendroff method and: 

2C+ 1 -C 0 0 0 0 

-C 2C+ 1 -C 0 0 0 

A= (3. 11) 

0 0 0 -C 2C + 1 -C 

0 0 0 0 -C 2C+ 1 

Equation (3.10) is solved for the vector (}*n+i over all space to obtain a solution to 

the diffusion equation. 

Note that the implicit Euler method is unconditionally stable, however it is not 

unconditionally accurate. The implicit Euler accuracy is validated by comparing a 

wave generated with each of the two methods, and ensuring that they are the same, as 

shown in Fig. 3.5. One caveat of the implicit scheme is that the model computation 
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is somewhat more time-intensive than the explicit scheme-about 10% slower-so 

for cases where a stable time step is easily selected, the explicit method may be 

preferred. The model allows for selection of the diffusion method via a command-line 

flag at runtime. 

Validation of Diffusion 

A sixty-second Gaussian wave packet ( the forcing function is discussed in detail in 

Section 3.1.3) was simulated propagating upward on Earth using each diffusion scheme 

in order to ensure that both methods produce agreeable results. The output was 

found to be within 1 x 10-5 meters per second of each other up to an altitude of 200 

kilometers and above, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Propagation of a sixty-second wave on Earth, using explicit diffusion and 
implicit diffusion. The results agree reasonably to 10- 6m/s. Note that the velocity 
amplitude is scaled with density via (p1/ p0 ) 112 , as discussed previously in Section 2.2. 
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3.1.3 Wave Forcing 

The user has the option to select continuous wave forcing that will generate a wave 

over the entire time domain or a packet forcing that will excite a single wave packet to 

propagate upward. Waves are forced at the bottom of the model via a simple forcing 

function: 

v0 (t) = a sin (wt) (3 .12) 

with a compressional velocity amplitude a and period (used to determine frequency 

w) provided by the user. For continuous forcing, this function remains as is , however 

for a packet a Gaussian term must be included as such: 

vo(t) = ae-(t-tcenter)2/a2 
sin (w(t - tcenter)) (3.13) 

where r5 is the Gaussian width specified by the user and tcenter is the center of the 

Gaussian pulse ( also specified by the user). 

3. 2 Model Validation 

3.2.1 Wavelength and Velocity 

The speed of sound, as discussed in Chapter 1, is dependent upon the atmosphere's 

temperature, thus we expect waves to propagate faster on warmer planets ( to an 

extent, as composition plays a significant role as well). Figure 3.6 depicts a comparison 

of sixty-second waves propagating upward over time on each of the three planets. 

These waves are in agreement with speed expectations, as it is clear that, initially, 

Venus is moving the fastest due to its high temperature atmosphere. However at 

higher altitudes where Venus' atmosphere begins to cool and Earth's becomes hotter, 

the Venusian wave slows down while the Earthly wave gains speed; the Martian wave 

is the slowest throughout the domain. 
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Figure 3.6: One-minute period wave propagating upward over time on Earth, Mars, 
and Venus. 

The wavelength of an acoustic wave is dependent on its frequency and speed, such 

that: 
Cs 

A= - = CsT 
f 

(3.14) 

where T is the period of the wave ( T = l / f) in seconds and Cs is the speed of sound 

given by Equation (1.14). 

For validation purposes, an alternate version of the model was developed which 

propagates a wave horizontally (such that kz = 0 and kx =I- 0) at a specified altitude 

using the same methods and diffusion processes as in the vertical propagation model. 

In order to validate that the model produces waves of the correct scale, a thirty

second acoustic wave is propagated horizontally through each atmosphere at surface 

altitude. For the Earth we anticipate a wavelength of ~10 km, for Mars we anticipate 

a wavelength of ~7.5 km, and for Venus we anticipate a wavelength of ~13 km. It is 

worth noting that the wavelength of the propagating acoustic wave is directly related 

to the temperature of the atmosphere, such that as temperature declines the waves 

are expected to become more compressed, as is apparent in Figure 3.6. The model 

was successfully validated to confirm each of these three wavelengths, as shown in 

Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Wavelength validation for acoustic waves propagating horizontally at the 
surface of each planet . 

3.2 .2 Attenuation 

Figure 1.13 depicts acoustic attenuation as a function of frequency and altitude, such 

as given by Equation ( 1.17). In this thesis we focus on infrasonic acoustic waves 

with periods between 10 and 90 seconds (i.e., frequency below 0.1 Hz), meaning that 

attenuation will be almost non-existent at altitudes below the thermosphere. While 

the amplitude of the wave is affected as it propagates upward, for a horizontal prop

agation we should see only damping by classical attenuation, due to the kinematic 

viscosity and thermal diffusivity at that altitude . Attenuation at infrasonic frequen

cies at thermospheric heights is on the order of 10-s_ 10- 6 , so the waves must travel 

a great distance for damping to be aparent. Waves are excited and allowed to prop

agate horizontally at a high altitude (selected individually) on each planet , and the 

attenuation is observed, as shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. Note that, of the 

three, Mars has the highest attenuation and also has the clearest downward slope of 

wave amplitude as it propagates horizontally. These plots also provide insight into 

the varied wavelengths due to speed of sound differences . 
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Figure 3.8: Attenuation validation for an acoustic wave with a period of one minute 
propagating horizontally at 150 km on Earth. The coefficient of attenuation at this 
altitude is about a c = 4.5 x 10- 7 Np/ m. 
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Figure 3.9: Attenuation validation for an acoustic wave with a period of one minute 
propagating horizontally at 120 km on Mars. The coefficient of attenuation at this 
altitude is about O'.c = 3.5 x 10- 6 p/ m. 
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Figure 3.10: Attenuation validation for an acoustic wave with a period of one minute 
propagating horizontally at 130 km on Venus. The coefficient of attenuation at this 
altitude is about ac = 5.1 x 10-7 p/ m. 

3.3 Ray-Tracing Model Predictions 

While the one-dimensional model has been validated to provide accurate solutions 

to the propagation of an atmospheric acoustic wave, a model of this fidelity takes 

t ime and computational resources. For situations in which only determination of the 

travel time is desired, a simple ray-tracing model may be utilized that provides an 

accurate description of wave propagation in a matter of seconds [ Garces et al., 1998]. 

In order to provide predictions of acoustic wave propagation over time and provide 

further validation of the Lax-Wendroff solution, a ray-tracing model, similar to that 

discussed by Heale and Snively [2015], was developed using a Runge-Kutta fourth 

order (RK4) solution to the dispersion relation: 

w2 -w2 
k2 = A 

z c2 
s 

(3.15) 
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derived in Section 2.2. This equation is rearranged and differentiated to yield: 

Jc2k2 + w2 s z A 

where J~ is the group velocity of the wave packet [Song et al., 2014], such that: 

ow oz 
okz = vgz = ot 

From Equations (2.16) and (2.17), this becomes: 

56 

oz = c5 (z) w2 _ (g( z)'y(z) ) 
2 

ot w 2cs(z) 
(3 .16) 

Equation (3.16) is solved using an RK4 method implemented in MATLAB® as such: 

for n= O, 1, 2, 3 ... , using the terms defined by: 

~t t:J.t 
6 = f ( tn + 2 , Zn + 2 6) 

~t !:J.t 
6 = f(tn + 2 ,zn + 2 (2) 

(4 = f(tn + ~t, Zn+ ~t6) 

Figure 3.11 depicts the propagation of a sixty-second wave on each of the three 

planets as predicted by the RK4 ray-tracing model, which agrees with expectations 

based on the planets ' respective speeds of sound. In order to further validate propaga

tion in the numerical acoustics model, the ray-tracing predictions are plotted against 

an upward-propagating wave packet on each of the planets. There is clearly agreement 
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Figure 3.11: The one-dimensional acoustics model is validated using the Runge-Kutta 
ray-tracing model. 

between the two models and our expectations, which, therefore, provides reasonable 

validation for each acoustics model. ote that the ray-tracing equations are inviscid, 

and therefore the ray-tracing solution cannot simply replace the Lax-Wendroff model. 

evertheless, they provide insight into the propagation of the waves. 

3.4 Chapter Summary 

Following from the mathematical background provided by Chapter 2, this chapter has 

presented the numerical methods used to solve the previously discussed systems of 

equations in order to successfully simulate the propagation and dissipation of atmo

spheric infrasound. The Euler equations are solved using a forward-in-time-centered

in-space Lax-Wendroff two-step method for advection, and the linear diffusion equa

tions are solved using either a forward or backward Euler method in a time-split 

fashion. Additionally, several validation efforts have been introduced in order to con

firm that the model operates appropriately and as expected. Wavelength, velocity, 

and attenuation were verified against expected, analytical values, and a simple ray

tracing model was developed for comparison to the full nonlinear , compressible model 

and confirmed to agree. 



Chapter 4 

INVESTIGATIONS OF 

PARAMETER EFFECTS 

The goal of this thesis is to perform an extensive investigation into acoustic wave 

sensitivity to various parameters so as to determine optimal conditions for detection 

in the atmospheres of Earth, Mars, and Venus. It is well-established that the propa

gation and dissipation of infrasound is sensitive to ambient atmospheric profiles, such 

as temperature, density, and chemical composition, and there arc many factors at 

play that may affect these quantities . For example, different times of day, seasons, 

and places on the globe have different temperatures both at the surface of the planet 

and in the thermosphere, and therefore we would expect waves to propagate and grow 

differently in each scenario. Furthermore, the frequency of the wave plays a signifi

cant role in the altitude to which it can propagate, particularly due to the fact that 

attenuation is a direct function of frequency. 

This chapter provides model results for large parameter sweeps of atmospheric 

and wave parameters in order to determine each planet 's overall sensitivity to ambient 

conditions. 
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4.1 Variation of the Atmosphere 

For sweeps in which the ambient atmosphere is varied we examine differences in max

imum amplitude, the altitude of maximum amplitude, and the time of propagation 

to 100 km-the middle of the atmosphere on all three planets-and to 200 km-the 

thermosphere of all three planets. 

4 .1.1 Diurnal 

Perhaps the most obvious parameter to consider, time of day certainly affects the at

mospheric profile of a planet, and thus plays a significant role in defining the propaga

tion and dissipation of infrasonic waves. Everybody is familiar with these effects-it 

is hotter during the day, while the sun is out, than it is in the middle of night-but 

the extent of the difference goes beyond temperature at the surface. The presence 

of the sun, or lack thereof, is responsible for changes in thermospheric composition 

due to energy imparted on particles in the ionosphere. Figure 4.2 depicts variations 

in composition between day and night. These effects are similar to those seen due to 

variations in solar activity, discussed later in Section 4.1. 

A fact of note for this investigation is that a day on each of the planets is not 

equal, as discussed briefly in Chapter 1. Compared to the 24-hour day as we know 

it, a Martian day (known as a so0 is only 40 minutes longer and a Venusian day is 

roughly 243 Earth days. This is determined by the rotation rates of the planets, of 

which Earth and Mars are fairly similar whereas Venus rotates very slowly-in fact, 

Venus rotates in the opposite direction, so the sun rises in the west and sets in the 

east, contrary to Earth. This is shown later in Figure 4.6. Recall from Chapter 1 

that the length of Venus ' day is likely the reason why there is such a great contrast 

between day and night temperatures-the atmosphere and surface have much more 

time to heat up and cool down than they do on Earth or Mars. Figure 4.1 depicts 

differences in temperature between day and night. 
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Figure 4.1: Temperature variation at different times of day. 
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Figure 4.2: Atmospheric composition variation at different times of day. 
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Description 

In order to explore the variation of wave travel time and amplitude with local time of 

day, a batch of model runs was executed across all hours Local Solar Time (LST) with 

a vertical spatial resolution of 250 meters. The domain was set sufficiently high (500 

km) to allow for full propagation and dissipation of the waves on all three planets , with 

Earth being the limiting factor in that regard due to its higher exobase and denser 

thermosphere. The input parameters for this set of runs are given in Table 4.1. 

In order to introduce some randomness to the run parameters and provide greater 

coverage of possible scenarios, the variable of interest (in this case the LST) is ran

domly drawn from a normal (Gaussian) distribution with a specified standard devia

tion and mean. 

Table 4.1: fodel input parameters for the diurnal variation run set. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

r 60 s 
lcenter 240 s 

(J 60 s 
Amplitude 1 X 10-3 m/ s 

Month 2 -
Latitude 44.980 deg 

Longitude -93.265 deg 
LST 00:00-24:00 hr 

Fl0.7 (lAU) 150.0 sfu 

Model Results 

Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 depict the results of the time-of-day sweep. A polynomial of 

sufficient order is used in order to depict trends in the data. 

Earth does not show a significant variation in maximum amplitude, as evidenced 

by its < 1% difference given in Table 4.2, which is supported by its lack of change in its 

thermospheric temperature and, to a greater extent, composition. Between the three 

planets studied we would certainly expect Earth waves to remain the most consistent 

simply based on the profiles-this is also reasonable due to the fact that its day is the 
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shortest of the three planets, albeit not by much. The most interesting part of the 

Earth results, however , is that there is a very clear trend that finds dawn and dusk 

wave amplitudes higher than those at noon and midnight. Furthermore, while the 

travel time to 100 km shows no clear correlation, the travel time to 200 km ( within 

the thermosphere) is noticeably lower during the day, when the temperature is the 

highest. This is obvious due to the dependence of the speed of sound on temperature. 

In contrast to Earth, Mars shows significant variation in temperature by time of 

day; this was discussed previously in our description of the thermosphere in Chapter 1. 

Martian waves show a clear trend of increasing velocity amplitude with increasing 

temperature with , as expected, the opposite effect on time of propagation. One 

explanation for this phenomenon is that, although temperatures are higher during the 

day, so is the concentration of heavy species (i.e., carbon dioxide and argon), therefore 

the atmosphere sees an increase in viscosity with the presence of these molecules. If 

the difference in viscosity is greater than the difference in thermal conduction this 

trend would be expected. 

Because Venus shows the greatest difference in day versus night profiles we would 

expect it to also result in the greatest difference in wave growth across the time of 

day sweep. According to Table 4.2 this is true, as the Venusian waves show more than 

triple the percent difference between the highest and lowest maximum amplitude than 

the Earth waves. Like Mars, Venus shows a correlation between high temperatures 

and high amplitudes. Because Venus is also a CO2 atmosphere, the previous expla

nation is supported. Furthermore, the Venusian waves, like those on Earth, show 

no correlation for time of propagation to 100 km. Unlike Earth, however, Venus' 

atmosphere below the clouds remains completely unchanged regardless of the time 

(or position on the globe, which will be discussed in the next section), whereas on 

Earth there is what appears to be random noise in the time of propagation results 

due to small-though uncorrelated-variations in the lower-atmosphere. 
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Figure 4.3: Results of t he t ime-of-day sweep for Earth. 
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Figure 4.5: Results of the time-of-day sweep for Venus. 

Table 4.2: Results of the time-of-day sweep. 

Amplitude Time to 100 km 
Planet Max. I Min. I Diff. Max. I Min. I Diff. 
Earth 44.573 44.270 0.68% 464.065 455.328 1.9% 
Mars 2.642 2.517 4.8% 690.443 662.905 4.1% 
Venus 159.292 136.083 15.7% 485.890 485 .890 0.0% 

4 .1.2 Geospatial 

64 

The atmospheric profile of a planet varies significantly between different points 

on the globe. Temperatures near the equator (0° latitude) are generally warmer than 

t emperatures near the poles ( ±90° lat itude), and the tilt of the planet toward or 

away from the sun affects temperature and composit ion as well. During northern 

hemisphere summer the southern hemisphere experiences winter and vice-versa, lead

ing to temperatures that are warmer on the side experiencing summer (i.e., tilted 
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toward the sun). However it is worthy to note that, while Earth and Mars have sim

ilar axial tilts of 23.45° and 25.19° respectively, Venus rotates almost perfectly on its 

axis-albeit in the opposite direction-with an axial tilt of 177.36° (see Figure 4.6). 

As a result , Earth and Mars experience similar seasonal variation, while Venus sees 

more symmetry across the equator, as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 

177.)6• 

Figure 4.6: Axial tilt of Earth, ::v1ars, and Venus. 

Description 

In order to explore variation in wave amplitude and travel time with latitude and 

longitude, a batch of model runs was executed at intervals of 10° latitude, 10° lon

gitude, and 250 meter altitude to a maximum altitude of 500 kilometers-well into 

the exosphere for all three planets. The constant input parameters of this run set are 

given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Model input parameters for the geospatial run set. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

T 60 s 
tcenter 240 s 

CJ 60 s 
Amplitude 1 X 10-3 m/ s 

Month 2 -

Latitude -90-90 deg 
Longitude -180-180 deg 

LST 12:00 hr 
Fl0.7 (lAU) 150.0 sfu 
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Figure 4. 7: Temperature profiles at the equators and poles during the second month. 
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Model Results 

Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 depict the results of the geospatial sweep. 

For northern hemisphere winter on Earth we see the highest thermospheric tem

peratures near the South Pole, as shown in Figure 4.7, which corresponds with the 

lowest maximum wave amplitudes. This is likely due to greater thermal conduction in 

regions of higher temperature, which causes considerable damping of the waves thus 

not allowing them to grow as large. Furthermore, the South Pole shows a greater con

centration of heavier species, as shown Figure 4.8, likely contributing to the damping 

of infrasound by viscosity. 

Although there is a clear trend in amplitude on Earth, there appears to be no 

correlation between geography and wave propagation time. Figure 4.9 shows no 

obvious distinction or trend, with only ~0.3 seconds separating the maximum and 

minimum arrival times. The "noise" in the results is likely due to small variations in 

the atmospheric background at low altitudes. 

While Mars sees similar seasonal variation to Earth, its "months" are divided 

differently. The Martian seasons are defined based on the celestial longitude angle of 

the sun from Mars (denoted Ls) , where, in the northern hemisphere , Ls = 0° is the 

spring equinox, Ls = 90° is the summer solstice, Ls = 180° is the autumn equinox, 

and Ls= 270° is the winter solstice [Alexander, 2001]. However, MarsGRAM receives 

an Earth-like month input of 1- 12 and February was used as the input for this run 

set, as shown in Table 4.3. A simple calculation of (360° / 12 x 2 = 60°) shows that 

Martian February takes place during northern hemisphere spring, which agrees with 

the fact that temperatures near the North Pole are warmer than those near the South 

Pole in Figure 4. 7- contrary to what one would expect on Earth in February. 

The difference in season is consistent with the fact that the global variation on 

Mars seems roughly opposite that on Earth, thus the same damping effects are at 

work albeit at different scales. For example, the Martian thermosphere experiences a 

much greater change in composition from season to season, thereby likely decreasing 

viscous damping near the :\'orth Pole due to a much lower concentration of CO2 (a 

particularly heavy molecule) than found at the equator. 
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One significant contrast between the results for Earth and Mars is the difference 

in time of arrival for the Martian waves. While Earth had no distinguishable corre

lations, Mars shows a clear indication of waves moving slower near the equator and, 

to a lesser extent, near the North Pole than at southern latitudes. Although these 

results disagree with what one would expect due to the speed of sound-a warmer 

atmosphere, such as near the orth Pole, should see faster wave propagation-they 

are likely the result of dissipation. Because the Martian exobase is above 200 km, 

the waves in the north are likely dissipating before they reach that altitude, and the 

front of the wave never actually makes it that high; later phase fronts may achieve an 

altitude of 200 km and register a time of arrival with the model, however this leads 

to a disconnect in the results. 

The Venusian profiles of temperature and composition show little global variation, 

so it is surprising that there is such a great difference between the highest and lowest 

maximums-the greatest for all three planets, in fact, as shown in Table 4.4. Venusian 

amplitude maximums are located near the lower temperatures, so it is likely that 

thermal conduction plays a significant role in damping propagating waves , especially 

due to the fact that there is very little variation in composition between the equator 

and the poles. The extreme difference in amplitudes could simply be due to an 

extreme difference in conduction, as the temperatures in Venus' lower and middle 

atmosphere are much higher than on the other two planets. Additionally, as with the 

diurnal sweep discussed previously, the Venusian waves' time of propagation to 100 

km has no sensitivity to the background atmosphere whatsoever due to the thick cloud 

layer that causes the atmosphere to maintain a uniform surface temperature. Above 

the clouds, however , there is distinct variation, with waves near the poles traveling 

faster than those at the equator; this is most likely due to the same phenomenon of 

wave dissipation before 200 km as is seen in the Martian results, as Venus' exobase 

is at roughly the same altitude as Mars'. 
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Figure 4.11: Results of the latitude and longitude sweep for Venus. 

Table 4.4: Results of the latitude and longitude sweep. 

Amplitude Time to 100 km 
Planet Max. / Min. I Diff. Max. / Min. I Diff. 

Earth 45.468 41.552 9.0% 463.852 453.464 2.3% 
Mars 2.890 2.457 16.2% 677.269 659.251 2.7% 
Venus 199.933 138.360 36.4% 485.890 485.890 0.0% 
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4 .1.3 Solar Effects 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the thermosphere is incredibly sensitive to solar con

ditions due to the nature of its constituents. One significant measurement of solar 

flux is Fl0.7 index, or 10.7cm radio emissions, measured in solar flux units (sfu). 

These emissions originate in the high chromosphere and low corona of the sun, and 

have historically shown strong correlation with sunspot numbers and space weather 

events. At a distance of lAU, the Earth still experiences strong effects due to vari

ations in FlO. 7 emissions, such as the effect on thermospheric temperature shown in 

Figure 4.13 and the effect on composition shown in Figure 4.14-in fact , Mars shows 

an even greater sensitivity, and is one and a half times farther from the sun than the 

Earth. Because the temperature of the thermosphere is affected by solar activity, it 

is reasonable to consider that space weather events and off-nominal FlO. 7 emissions 

will have an indirect effect on the propagation and dissipation of atmospheric acoustic 

waves. 
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Figure 4.12: Historical values for Fl0.7 emissions at 1 AU show high, low, and nominal 
values. Obtained from NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center [2016]. 
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Figure 4.13: Variation of thermospheric temperature on Earth and Mars with solar 
activity. VenusGRAM 2005 does not account for solar effects, so Venus is excluded 
from this particular investigation. 
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Figure 4.14: Variation of composition on Earth and Mars at nominal, maximum, and 
minimum solar activity. Venus is excluded. 
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Description 

A batch of runs was performed with values of Fl0.7 emissions varied from 75.0 to 

250.0 sfu (based on historical measurements , see Figure 4.12) in increments of five, 

with each value randomly drawn from a normal distribution about the input value 

in order to better simulate the non-deterministic nature of solar flux. Three random 

draws were performed on each of the centered values for a total of 196 data points

half of which were during the day (12:00 LST) and the other half of which were at 

night (0:00 LST), in order to showcase the difference in thermospheric response to 

solar activity between day and night. Each run had 250 m vertical resolution to a 

height of 500 km and was executed to a time of 1500 seconds, to allow plenty of time 

and space for the wave to fully grow and dissipate. A full listing of input parameters 

is provided by Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Model input parameters for the solar sensitivity run set. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

T 60 s 
i center 240 s 

(J" 60 s 
Amplitude 1 X 10-3 m/ s 

Month 2 -
Latitude 44.980 deg 

Longitude -93.265 deg 
LST 0:00 & 12:00 hr 

Fl0.7 (lAU) 75.0-250.0 sfu 

Unfortunately, VenusGRAM 2005 does not account for solar effects , and therefore 

does not accept FlO. 7 index as an input. Furthermore, note that MarsGRAM 2010 

receives FlO. 7 at 1 AU-the distance between Earth and the sun-as an input and 

automatically scales to the value that would be measured at 1.524 AU-the distance 

between Mars and the sun. 
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Model Results 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 depict the results of the solar activity sweep. 

On Earth the amplitude tracked opposite to increasing temperature, such that the 

lowest solar activity profiles produced the highest amplitudes in the thermosphere. 

This is likely due to greater thermal conduction due to higher temperature. For 

previous results (i .e., the diurnal sweep) we saw higher amplitude with higher tem

peratures, however the difference in temperatures for that set was not nearly as great 

as the difference due to solar activity. 

In contrast, Mars amplitude trends followed temperature, with daytime, high solar 

activity profiles producing the highest amplitudes in the thermosphere, as well as a 

greater difference between day and night. Furthermore, we see a clear distinction 

in wave travel time between day and night ( though it appears to be independent of 

Fl0.7) , while Earth shows no correlation between travel time and time of day or solar 

activity at 100 km altitude-differences appear to just be noise; however there is a 

noticeable trend at 200 km altitude. There is one interesting artifact in the Mars 

data: an apparent disconnect in the time of arrival to 200 km during the night. This 

is likely due to the fact that the waves with the lowest amplitudes-low FlO. 7 and 

during the night-actually begin to dissipate before 200 km, and therefore the model 

is detecting a different phase front; this phenomenon appeared in the geospatial sweep 

as well. 

While both planets show a similar difference in temperature with solar activity 

(Figure 4.13), the composition on Mars is much more sensitive than that of Earth, as 

shown in Figure 4.14. The carbon dioxide in 11ars' thermosphere and exosphere varies 

significantly with greater solar flux, and therefore more greatly affects the propagation 

of atmo pheric infrasound, as the speed of sound c5 also depends on composition. 

Table 4.6: Results of the solar activity sweep. 

Amplitude Time to 100 km 
Planet Max. I Min. I Diff. Max. I Min. I Diff. 
Earth 44.688 43.851 1.9% 465.140 455.266 2.2% 
Mars 2.651 2.510 5.5% 693.482 665.671 4.1% 
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4.1.4 Random Draw Sensitivity 

The final test of sensitivity to the atmosphere is to perform a random draw set 

over all variables and determine the maximum variation. This will provide insight 

into each planet 's overall sensitivity of the profile to various parameters, such as time, 

space, and solar activity, and avoid results due to deterministic correlations. 

Description 

A set of 250 runs is performed with random draws on all variables except for amplitude 

and frequency, which would have obvious effects and do not directly relate to the 

sensitivity of the background atmosphere. Each variable was provided a possible 

range of values , and draws were performed entirely at random as opposed to any 

sort of statistical distribution. The varied parameters were month, t ime, latitude, 

longitude, and solar activity. 

Table 4. 7: Model input parameters for the random draw set. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

T 60 s 
t center 240 s 

(J 60 s 
Amplitude 1 X 10- 3 m/ s 

Month 1- 12 -

Latitude -180-180 deg 
Longitude -90-90 deg 

LST 0:00- 24:00 hr 
Fl0.7 (lAU) 75- 250 sfu 

Model Results 

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 depict the results of the Monte Carlo (randomized) set . 

In this investigation the tabulated results provide much more insight than any 

plotted correlations ( as there are none). Table 4.8 shows that Venus is the most 

sensitive to changes in atmospheric parameters for the maximum amplitude a wave 

might achieve, with Mars second and Earth last. This is not surprising based on the 
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results from the previous several studies; the heavy CO2 in the atmospheres of Mars 

and Venus can have a large impact with little change, whereas Earth 's profiles tended 

to remain fairly consistent regardless of conditions. 

For time of propagation we see Mars on the top with Venus second and Earth 

third. Again, this is not surprising, as we saw very little correlation in the time of 

arrival plots for Earth. Though it may be worth making the comment that, because 

Earth's exobase is higher than that on Mars and Venus, the t ime of arrival may not be 

comparatively sensitive for the same altitudes. This is something to investigate further 

in the future. Furthermore, the seemingly sporadic nature of the Venusian time of 

propagation results in Figure 4.18 is likely due to the fact that Venus ' atmosphere 

does not vary below 100 km, and thus this histogram is only representing variation 

present between 100 and 150 km. In contrast , the other two planets see greater 

variation at low altitudes, leading to more diverse data. 

Table 4.8: Results of the random draw set. 

Amplitude Time to 150 km 
Planet Max. I 
Earth 45 .309 
Mars 2.855 
Venus 199.685 
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of maximum amplitude over a series of 250 random draws. 
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4.2 Variation of the Wave 

4 .2.1 Frequency Sweep 

While the majority of waves considered in this thesis have had a period of 60 seconds 

(which is a reasonable period for an infrasonic wave) , it is important to investigate 

the propagation and dissipation of a larger part of the infrasonic spectrum. Waves 

generated by the wide variety of natural and artificial sources have a wide variety of 

source frequencies ( and amplitudes, discussed next) , and, as a result , grow to different 

amplitudes in the upper atmosphere. 

Description 

Using a consistent atmospheric profile for the three planets , a set of 336 runs with 

varied wave periods was executed. The periods were incremented from 15 to 180 

seconds in steps of 5 seconds, and each period was randomly drawn twice from a 

normal distribution. For this set the waves were forced as a continuous sinusoidal 

wave form as opposed to a propagating packet in order to produce a monochromatic 

wave. 

Model Results 

Figure 4.19 depicts the results of the frequency sweep. 
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Table 4.9: Model input parameters for the frequency sweep. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

'T , 15- 180 s 
tcenter N/ A s 

CJ N/ A s 
Amplitude 1 X 10- 3 m/ s 

Month 2 -
Latitude 44.980 deg 

Longitude -93.265 deg 
LST 12:00 hr 

Fl0.7 (lAU) 150.0 sfu 

Each planet shows a nearly linear trend where larger period waves achieve greater 

amplitudes. This is expected due to the fact that a longer period results in a longer 

wavelength, and larger scale waves are less easily diffused. Using a linear best fit 

function in MATLAB®, an equation of best fit was determined for each planet . 

This fit could be used to reasonably extrapolate values outside of the simulated do

main in order to determine a wave 's maximum amplitude. The relations are: 

amax = 1.087T - 11.747 

amax = 0.060T - 0.545 

amax = 2.533T + 1.403 

for Earth 

for Mars 

for Venus 

where amax is the maximum amplitude and T is the initial wave period. There is a 

small amount of error associated with these fits , as the function should cross through 

the origin (i.e., the zeroth-order term should be zero). This error is mostly represen

tative of limitations due to model resolution-there are no data points at extremely 

low periods (i.e., 1-5 s)-and the fact that a linear function does not perfectly fit 

the data ( though the trend is clearly linear). Nonetheless, these relations provide a 

reasonable fit , which is clearly shown by Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: Maximum wave amplitude on Earth, Mars, and Venus for a wide span 
of wave periods. 

4.2.2 Amplitude Sweep 

In addition to frequency, source amplitude is the other major parameter that does 

not come from the background atmosphere itself. Because potential sources of infra

sound span a wide range of amplitudes (i.e ., earthquakes of different magnitudes) it 

is essential to understand the relationship between initial and maximum amplitude if 

detection is to be possible. 

D escription 

A set of runs spanning amplitudes between 1 x 10-5 and 1 x 10-1 was executed in 

order to show the correlation between initial and maximum wave amplitude. This 

range was selected based on what the model could reasonably support; note that 

for Venus the model failed considerably sooner than for Earth and Mars due to the 

relative size of the waves. 
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Table 4.10: Model input parameters for the amplitude sweep. 

Parameter I Value I Unit 

T 60 s 
tcenter 240 s 

(J' 60 s 
Amplitude 1 X 10-5-1 X 10-l m/ s 

Month 2 -
Latitude 44.980 deg 

Longitude -93.265 deg 
1ST 12:00 hr 

Fl0.7 (lAU) 150.0 sfu 

Model Results 

Figures 4.20 shows the correlation between initial and maximum amplitude on Earth, 

Mars, and Venus for a uniform atmospheric profile. 

Interestingly, all three planets seem to show slightly different correlations between 

initial and maximum amplitude. Using a best fit polynomial function in MATLAB®, 

an equation of best fit was determined for each planet. This fit could be used to 

reasonably extrapolate values outside of the simulated domain in order to determine 

a wave's maximum amplitude. The relations are: 

amax = (1.56 x 106)ag - ( 4.13 x 105)a6 + (3. 70 x 104 )ao + 0.585 

amax = ( 4.34 X 103)ag + (1.10 X 103)a6 + (2.02 X 103)ao + 1.055 

amax = (3.15 x 1010)ag - (1.80 x 108)a6 + (3.10 x 105)ao - 2.505 

for Earth 

for Mars 

for Venus 

where amax is the maximum amplitude and a 0 is the source amplitude. Like with 

the frequency sweep, the presence of a zeroth order term indicates a small amount of 

error with the fit . 

The results are the most interesting for the Earth, which sees a transition from a 

linear increase at low source amplitudes to a nonlinear increase at higher amplitudes, 

and finally saturates at very large amplitudes. 
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Figure 4.20: Maximum wave amplitude on Earth, Mars, and Venus for a wide span 
of source amplitudes. 

4.3 Chapter Summary 

In order to explore the propagation and dissipation of atmospheric infrasound on 

terrestrial planets, several parameter sweeps were performed, as discussed in this 

chapter. Variations were made to the ambient atmosphere as well as the wave forcing 

in order to both exercise the full capability of the model and perform a thorough com

parative investigation of the characteristics of infrasound on Earth, Mars, and Venus. 

This chapter has outlined, in detail, the investigations performed, their approach, and 

their results. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE WORK 

Throughout Chapter 4 we saw the following general trends: infrasound on Earth 

shows the greatest amplitudes under conditions with lower temperatures, while Mars 

and Venus tended toward the opposite. As previously stated, this is likely due to 

the innate dependence of acoustic waves on two main variables-temperature and 

composition-and the fact that these have different levels of sensitivity between the 

three planets. On Earth the profile did not appear very sensitive to changes in time, 

space, or solar conditions, while Mars and Venus saw greater changes over the sweeps. 

The common factor between these two planets is their carbon dioxide atmosphere, 

which is significantly heavier than Earth 's nitrogen and oxygen atmosphere and more 

susceptible to variations as a result . When energy is imparted on carbon dioxide, such 

as by the sun, it rises and significantly disrupts the chemistry of the thermosphere and 

exosphere-the regions of the atmosphere that play the greatest role in the growth 

and dissipation of propagating waves. 
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5.1 Wave Detectability 

One major goal of infrasound research is detectability, namely using detectable in

frasonic signatures to identify and characterize earthquakes and other seismic events. 

While acoustic waves of varying spectra and amplitudes have certainly been detected 

on Earth, there have been no measurements yet taken of infrasound on Mars or Venus. 

The GOCE satellite discussed by Garcia et al. [2013] orbits in low Earth orbit (LEO) 

at an altitude of 270 km, and is able to detect waves with velocities of ~10 m/ s. 

Furthermore, a report published by Stevenson et al. [2015] suggests the deployment 

of a balloon in the Venusian atmosphere above the cloud layer ( ~50-55 km) in or

der to detect seismic events via propagating infrasound. At this altitude, we believe 

that waves greater than 3-5 m/ s would likely be detectible, which, from the results 

presented in Chapter 4, arc amplitudes that are reasonable. While there has been 

some thought within the aeronomy community regarding executing such an exper

iment , there is little established precedent from which to determine a detectability 

threshold. For the purposes of this thesis, we hypothesize a threshold compressional 

velocity of approximately 1-2% the speed of sound at thermosphcric altitudes. 

Based on the results presented in this thesis, Martian waves with source ampli

tudes around 0.01 m/ s or larger for a sixty-second period are able to attain amplitudes 

exceeding 20 m/ s, and are therefore likely to be detectible at altitudes above 120 km 

and possibly at lower altitudes as well. However, smaller waves may also be detectible, 

as the hypothesized threshold of detectability in the Martian thermosphere is only 

between 2-3 m/ s. On Earth, source amplitudes as small as 10-4 produce detectible 

waves in the one-dimensional model, which indicates that, for even larger source am

plitudes, waves with compressional velocities on the order of 100- 200 m/ s or greater 

are likely to exist . For most large sources with amplitudes exceeding 5 x 10-4 m/ s

depcnding on atmospheric conditions-a sixty-second wave would be detectible in 

the middle and upper-atmosphere, and a wave with a period greater than 100 sec

onds would also be detectible even for amplitudes a full order of magnitude smaller. 

Finally, Venusian waves with source amplitudes greater than 10-4 m/ s and periods 

of roughly tens of seconds generated by large sources are readily detectible. Venus' 
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dense atmosphere below 100 km causes significant growth before the waves reach the 

thermosphere, at which point the speed of sound, and, thus, the detectability thresh

old, has dropped significantly. Figure 5.1 shows the propagation over time of a wave 

on each planet that attains what is believed to be a detectible amplitude. 

Time (s) rrne (s) Tme {s) 

Figure 5.1: Propagation of a sixty-second wave on each of the planets at night during 
nominal solar conditions, with source amplitudes selected to produce a wave around 
the hypothesized lower limit of detectability. 

5.2 Potent ial Future Invest igations 

There are many possible studies that could utilize this robust acoustics model. One 

such extension for the future is the implementation of realistic source forcings, such 

as those from earthquakes, volcanos, and explosions. After initial investigation, it 

would be useful to determine how real waves are forced and would propagate through 

planetary atmospheres. This could be done via an analytical forcing function, similar 

to those used by Zettergren and Snively [2015]. The ability to detect seismic events 

on other planets using orbital sensors has the potential to provide valuable insight 

into the geology and seismology of terrestrial worlds. 

This model could also be coupled with others, for example to force waves via a 

seismic forcing model, or explore perturbations of ions and electrons in the ionosphere. 

There has been some work done in adding the perturbation of electrons to the model, 

however there is little known about the ionospheres of Mars and Venus, so from a 

comparative aeronomy perspective this feature is not feasible to include currently. 
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Any of these extensions would provide valuable insight into the propagation of 

acoustic waves on other worlds, and enhance our understanding of other planetary 

atmospheres. 

5.2.1 Further Model Development 

A natural progression of this work would be to improve the model in order to increase 

its utility for a wider range of problems. Two methods for extension to two dimensions 

are discussed in this section t hat account for the realistic geometry of sources. 

Extension to Two Dimensions 

The two-dimensional system of nonlinear Euler equations with gravity is given by [e.g., 

Le Veque, 2002, pp. 431]: 

p PVx PVz 0 

8 PVx a pv; +p a PVxVz 0 
(5 .1 ) + - + -at PVz ox puv oz pv; +p -pg 

E Vx(E + p) Vz(E + p) -pvzg 

This system may be implemented by utilizing a two-dimensional advection method, 

some of which are discussed by Potter [1973, pp. 72- 75j. A two-dimensional model 

would provide greater insight into the propagation of acoustic waves from more re

alistic sources, but would be significantly more computationally intensive than the 

one-dimensional model. 

Spherical Acoustics 

Rather than implement ing a full two-dimensional solut ion, which adds significant 

computation time due to the additional terms and equation, one strategy involves 

utilizing symmetry in order to reduce a two- or t hree-dimensional problem into one 

and utilize standard one-dimensional numerical methods to obtain t he solution. Le V

eque [2002, pp. 433-434] discusses the transformation of the system of one-dimensional 
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Euler equations, given by Equations (2.5), (2 .6) , and (2.7) into polar or spherical coor

dinates. For example, by assuming no velocity or variation in the azimuthal direction, 

the system of Euler equations with cylindrical radial symmetry becomes: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where r is the radial distance and Vr is the radial velocity. Note that this system uti

lizes the same equation of state given by Equation (2.8). This system would be fairly 

easy to implement in the future, and would provide insight into how waves attenuate 

as they move away from their source, due to the dependence on 1/r. Note that a 

two- or three-dimensional simulation is still required for realistic source geometries, 

but that many real sources can be approximated as planar, cylindrical, or spherical 

for one-dimensional vertical propagation. 

5.3 Conclusions 

This thesis has presented the development and validation of a fully nonlinear com

pressible atmospheric acoustics model valid for different planetary atmospheres. Us

ing a two-step Lax-Wendroff method to solve the system of Euler advection equations 

with gravity and an implicit backward Euler method to solve for time-split diffusion 

equations representing viscosity and thermal conduction, this model is validated for 

the simulation of propagating infrasonic acoustic waves. In this investigation we ex

plore the three major terrestrial planets in our solar system-Earth, Mars, and Venus. 

Following a detailed analysis of comparative aeronomy between these worlds , several 

different acoustic waves were launched in each of the three atmospheres to validate 

the model and examine differences in propagation and dissipation. Validation was 

performed for the following major quantitative parameters: speed, wavelength, and 
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attenuation; all were found to perform as expected on each of the three worlds. 

Throughout this study we have been able to make several conclusions about the 

propagation and dissipation, due to classical viscous processes, of infrasonic-periods 

greater than ten seconds-atmospheric acoustic waves on Earth, Mars , and Venus. 

As expected, Martian acoustic waves travel much slower and dissipate much more 

rapidly than their counterparts on Earth or Venus, while Venusian acoustic waves 

possess the opposite characteristics, particularly at low altitudes. While Mars' profile 

is quasi-isothermal, thus inducing little change throughout propagation, the temper

ature profiles of Earth and Venus undergo several changes, leading to varying wave 

speeds with altitude. The main characteristic of Earth's atmosphere is its extreme 

thermospheric heating above 100 km, where waves accelerate due to higher speed of 

sound. The opposite occurs on Venus, with a constant cooling, which occurs above 

tropopause, causing waves to slow down to nearly Martian acoustic speeds. 

Chapter 4 presented parametric sweeps, which highlight key atmospheric parame

ters that support the greatest growth of infrasonic acoustic waves in the atmospheres 

of Earth, Mars, and Venus. We have found that, on Earth, lower temperatures facil

itate greater amplitudes at high altitudes, whereas Mars and Venus see the opposite 

trend. Overall estimates of detectability indicate that vertically propagating infra

sonic acoustic waves are easily detectable in the upper atmospheres of Earth and 

Venus, and that large, strong waves are potentially detectible in the atmosphere of 

Mars as well. Because seismic events on terrestrial planets are able to generate in

frasound, these findings lend credibility to the proposal that earthquakes and similar 

large events may be detectible from orbit using infrasonic sensors. 
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Appendix A 

SIMULATION STRUCTURE 

A .l B uilding the M odel 

For a Linux bash shell or Macintosh operating system, the model may be built by 

simply executing the build script from the top-level directory, as shown in Figure A.1. 

This script unzips the GRAM data files, executes a makefile for the Fortran model 

as well as each of the empirical models, and then appends the run alias to the user's 

environment. For easy recompilation, the build script may be specified at the com

mand line to build only one of the specific models or re-configure the environment 

without recompilation of the entire model. 

bui lct 
:-uL lJLny '-"odcl. 
gturtran -"' nodcL :dlu.,uLC.H,:..tL.:...t~J m.Jd~l/trLdiag.f -o aluu~tlL'... 
~u1 ld1ng ~SIS 
(Jf :,r-tr·.m -'°' rtodt:l/M'.>I'.>/d·1',\.:'. t9\:J m.J<,;-.:l,~:::,I):rn•Lrr1':)l':>t:OO_~ub. for -u rT':)1':) 

Su1 ldrng EarthGRAM. 
gt::;rtran r-1odt>l/EarthGkAf//(n le c,_E h.1_( f')J m:,de l/EarthGRAM/I.=1 les_E HL I f9J m-:,,'.':f>l /Ear'T'"t"(kAIJ 10 .. :m_E 10. t-1;, Model/Eart-hCik).fJ/GrGmsLJ 
b':)_E.:.V. t 90 riodc L/Eurth(jR,.\f-'/N(EP::.i..t..::._Ehl. t '..M 111:,dt: l/Ec ... wthGRAM/un tu: LE lt'. t 9J mJ:.:t: l/Eurtt"(;RAJJ.1 ~ET07~r-g_E:.0. t90 rK>dc L/Eu•·tH,RW.' mv 
dcl -;_E .:._J. f-10 riod<~1 /Ear-rh(RAfJ.1 .. crcorn_E l.J. f')J moc:lPl /EarthGRAM/spccorc _E 10. f<)J m~,,:t; l/Eurtt-CRA~ 1 tJSI5:...i..tJ~_E:~. f90 node l/Eu~ tt·GRAJJ/ JS 
2V.Jt;_l:J. f9~ r10.,jel:larthl:RA!J/H1\i-'sL.t:s_t.l-.:'. f':t'cl -o b:irthGR.AM 
Su1 lJiny ~ur·::.GRAM. 
gf ~1rtr.'.ln riode L'Mar'",GRAfJ.'( +i. le s_t•'lJ_( f•XJ m.'.)dt'l /'larsGRAM/Ih lcs_f.4HLI. f ()0 moc1 l/Mur·:.,GRAfJ/ll i..• ::af:1r" ;_.ffl '-'13. f90 node l/Mur':.,GR.AJ.'.'ll c~ :.,:.,u 
bs_~.:..;J. t:M nodel/MarsGr.!.Af//st;tL.p_~lJ. t:,,J m:>del/'1JrsGKA~.'Tl'.>subs_fJle. ~9\'.l -o M.:.r-s(RAM 
8:Jt ldi.ny 1/t!nu::.GRAM. 
gf '.)rt ran r1odl'l/Vt.'nw:.GRAfJ/•,t'rL",•~ r'lf _•nE f m·Jdrl /Venu':>GRAM,'v1'n'>';ubs_ '..ie'S. f If r;r.:, LJ·•'t'nu•:.GRAfJ 'c,t'tt .. p_ •',E f <1 VcntJ'>GRAM 

.,. ,.,uu1Lu tOMPLlllU :,u,_tloofL'LLY•,· ,., 

Figure A. l: Command line output from building the model. 

A-1 
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A.2 Running the Model 

A.2.1 Input File 

The model is primarily driven by a text input file that allows the user to specify key 

parameters of the run, shown in Figure A.2 . 

• inputs.in 
•••oomain Parameters••• 
1000 dx • Spatial step size [ml 
0 jmin = Lower spatial domain [ml 
500000 j max • Upper spatial domain [ml 
1000 tmax • Time until which to run the model [s] 
0 dt - Temporal step size [s] (0 to use CFL) 
0 . 5 cfl = Desired CFL number (0 to use dt) 
l outRate - Frequency of output to text (every t runs) 
•••wave Forcing••• 
60 twidth = Gaussian packet width [s] 
240 tcenter • Gaussian packet center [s] 
60 . 000 T • Wave period [s] 
00. 001 a • Wave amplitude [m/s] (0 for steady state) 
*** Location and Time*** 
01 Day of the month 
02 Month of the year 
44.98 Latitude [deg] 
-93.265 Longitude [deg] 
00 UT [hr] 
00 UT [min] 
12 Local Solar Time (00/06/12/18, -1 to disable) 
***Solar Parameters••• 
150.000 F107 • Daily Fl0.7 f lux for previous day 
20.000 AP • 3hr AP index for current time 

Figure A.2: Model input file . 

A.2.2 P ython Wrapper 

A Python wrapper was developed to provide maximum flexibility to the user of the 

model. This wrapper accepts several runtime inputs at the command line in order 

to control the model execution, and then proceeds to (1) perform random draws on 

variables (if desired) , (2) call the appropriate empirical model to generate a profile, 

(3) call the acoustics model, and ( 4) store the output files in a user-specified output 

directory. 

The greatest benefit of the Python wrapper is the ability to specify a batch run 

queue, which directs the model to automatically run any number of scenarios one after 

the other based on a comma-delimited queue file (as shown in Figure A.3) . In the 

queue file the user may specify amplitude, period, month, latitude, longitude, hour 
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• 0 M N 0 Cl 

1 amp ampSD per perSD month monthSD lat latSD Ion lonSD hour hourSD LST F107 Fl07SD AP APSD 

2 l .OOE-03 0 60 0 1 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
, l .OOE-03 0 60 0 2 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 

• l .OOE-03 0 60 0 3 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
s 1.00E-03 0 60 0 4 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 

• l .OOE-03 0 60 0 5 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
, l .OOE-03 0 60 0 6 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 

• l .OOE-03 0 60 0 7 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 

• l .OOE-03 0 60 0 8 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
ID l .OOE-03 0 60 0 9 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
11 1.00E-03 0 60 0 10 0 44.98 0 -93 .265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
u l .OOE-03 0 60 0 ll 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
ll l .OOE-03 0 60 0 12 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 0 150 0 20 0 
1• 1.00E-03 0 60 0 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
is 1.00E-03 0 60 0 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
1• 1.00E-03 0 60 0 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
11 1.00E-03 0 60 0 4 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
11 1.00E-03 0 60 a 5 0 44.98 a -93.265 0 a a 6 150 0 20 0 
19 l .OOE-03 0 60 0 6 0 44.98 0 -93.265 a 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
20 l .OOE-03 0 60 0 7 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
21 1.00E-03 0 60 0 8 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
22 1.00E-03 0 60 0 9 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
u 1.00E-03 0 60 0 10 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
24 l.OOE-03 0 60 0 11 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 
,s 1.00E-03 0 60 0 12 0 44.98 0 -93.265 0 0 0 6 150 0 20 0 

Figure A.3: Example queue.csv file , which sets up a batch of 24 runs varying month 
and Local Standard Time. This batch does not specify any random draws. 

m UT or 1ST, Fl0.7, and solar AP index, as well as a standard deviation for each 

of the variables. If a standard deviation is given, the parameter is randomly drawn 

from a normal distribution with the specified value at the center and the indicated 

standard deviation. 

The available command line arguments are as follows: 

• -p< e/ m/ v> OR --planet=<earth/ mars/ venus> 

• -i for isothermal instead of empirical profile 

• -o to specify output directory name 

• -e for explicit Euler method instead of implicit 

• -q (quiet) to disable screen output 

• -w for continuous wave instead of packet 

• -f to specify queue file (queue.csv is default) 
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• -r n:m for batch runs n through m 

• --noMATLAB to disable automatic data export to a MATLAB® structure 

• --profile to only generate profiles and skip the acoustic runs 

• --msis to use NRLMSISE-00 instead of EarthGRAM2010 

• --horiz to enable horizontal wave propagation at a specific altitude 

Example runs are shown in Figures A.4 and A.5. 

A.3 Model Source 

A .3.1 Fortran Model 

A-4 

The primary source code of the one-dimensional atmospheric acoustics model is 

contained within two Fortran files. The first reads the inputs and atmospheric profiles , 

performs the advection and diffusion calculations, and outputs results to text files ( and 

the screen, if desired). The second Fortran file contains a tridiagonal matrix solver 

subroutine used to calculate implicit diffusion. 

A .3.2 Empirical Models 

In order to obtain accurate atmospheric profiles, the Fortran model reads data 

output by an empirical atmosphere model. For this thesis the Global Reference 

Atmospheric Model (GRAM) [Justh et al., 2006] packages by the ASA Marshall 

Spaceflight Center are utilized; these are EarthGRAM 2010, MarsGRAM 2010, and 

VenusGRAM 2005. The models have undergone slight modifications in order to sup

port the specific format of input and output required by the Fortran model. These 

models have been obtained from '>.ASA for the purpose of this research, and may 

not be re-distributed without specific authorization. The Naval Research Labora

tory :Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter Radar Extended 2000 (NRLMSISE-00) 

model [Picone et al., 2002] is optionally available as a substitute for EarthGRAM. 
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• trunk- -bash- 61 x60 

Figure A.4: Example model run, in which runs 4 and 5 from the queue Globe. csv batch 
file are executed on Earth and output to a directory called Example. In this example 
terminal output is disabled with the -q flag . 

• 
run -pm -w 

<><><>PLANETARY A 
- Emp1r1cal prof1le 

trunk- -bash- 69•56 

PHERI A OU TI S EL<><><> 

- Wave Packet ... cont1nuous forc1rg selected 
Implic1t Euler d1ffusion scheme 

- Planet: 

Running the IIIOdel 1 times ... 

Running MarsGRAM 2010 ... 
Finished gcncrot1ng prof1lc. Perform1ng calculations. 

r; 1 n; 1 t; 1.99009 cfl; 0.500 planet-
r; 1 n= 5 t; 9.95045 cfl; e.s00 planet; 
r= 1 n= 10 t= 19.90091 cfl= C.500 planet; 

Completed Run 1 in 0. 56 s 
Av~rage ~un T1mc: 0.56 s 

Completed 1 runs. 
Output lJcated in 'Output/Mars ' 

Figure A.5: Example model run, in which a wave is continuously forced for twenty 
seconds on :Jars. 
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A.4 Output 

The model outputs to text, which is read by a MATLAB® script LoadOutput and 

converted to a .mat data file, which can be re-loaded at any time without having to 

parse the text output file(s). This is especially useful for large run batches. Several 

MATLAB® scripts have been developed in order to plot model output as well as 

profiles from the GRAM empirical models. 

Command Window 
>> LoadOutput( 'Example' ,4,5,0) 
Processed File Output/Example/Earth/OutputRun00004_P0 
Processed File Output/Example/Earth/OutputRun0000S_P0 
>> load( 'Output/Example/EarthOutput.mat' l 

A>> 

~ Variables - EarthOutput '.' x 

EID lx 1 struct with 14 fields 

Field • 
ffi T 
H3 a 
H3 month 
H3 tatitude 
H3 longitude 
H3 f107 
H3 t 
H3 x 
H3 ql 
H3 q2 
H3 q3 
H3 q4 
H3 vel 
H3 velScaled 

Value 
(60,60] 
[L0000e-03,1.0000e-03] 
(2 .2] 
(-60,-50] 
(-180,-180] 
[150,150] 
2031x2 double 
lx502 double 
502x2031x2 double 
502x2031x2 double 
502x2031x2 double 
502x2031x2 double 
502x2031x2 double 
502x2031x2 double 

Figure A.6: MATLAB® function loading data from the runs generated in Figure A.4. 
The output directory is specified along with the first and last runs and planet: 0 for 
Earth, 1 for Mars , and 2 for Venus. 

The profile is loaded by the LoadProfile function and stored in a separate structure. 

In addition to loading, the LoadProfile function calculates many derived quantities 

(e.g., viscosity, speed of sound, molecular weight, etc.) from the profile output and 

stores them in the structure as well. Like with the model output, these are output to 

a .mat file for each planet. 
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